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Part I. Ii1TRODUCTORY. 

A highly interesting chapter in a history of 

Physiology would be the evolution of our knowledge 

of nerve and nerve conduction. Each important 

advance in experimental fact was usually the source 

of a fresh theory or new modification of old theory; 

and with these special theories are associated the 

names of veteran physiologists. 

No one theory has ever been accepted as final. 

Our experimental knowledge has hitherto remained 

insufficient to decide between modern rival views. 

In recent times there have been two distinct 

tendencies of speculation. On the one hand stress 

has been laid on the electrical phenomena, and an 

attempt made to explain nerve conduction on a 

simple physico- chemical basis. On the other hand 

conductivity has been classed as an elementary 

property of living substance in general, like 

"irritability" or "contractility; and referred for 

explanation to "chemical processes" too complex for 

us as yet to understand. Of late years the tend- 

:ency on the whole has been to favour the latter 

view. 

One of the chief obstacles in the way of 
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adopting it has been the failure to de :cons rate 

fatigue in nerve. In the end of last century how- 

ever, positive doubt was for the fi ̂st time cast on 

the non-fatigability of non- :aedullated nerve. 
1 . 

Medullated nerve remained refractory until two years 

ago, when it was proved to shown definite fatigue 

under the influene.eof asphyxia and of anaesthesia.(2). 

About the same time fatigue of -aedullated nerve was 

got by cooling. 

The present thesis, while touching incident- 

:ally on some subsidiarygUestions, contains the 

first systematic account of cooling experiments 

done on nerve in relation to its fatigability. 

Besides proving the of by means of low 

temperature it throws light on the question of 

temperature generally as affecting the properties 

of nerve. 

The research of which it forms the subject was 

undertaken at the suggestion of Professor Verworn 

in the winter of 1903 -4 in the Physiological Labor- 

: atory of Attingen University, and was continued 

during the winter of 1905 -6 in the Physiological 

Laboratory of Edinburgh University under the direct - 

:ion of Professor Schafer. 
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Pa' t 1`. :íISmORTCAL. 

Section A : Griinhagen' s Method: 

Conductivity v. Excitability. 

In the year 1872 únhage-T ey the introduce -, 

:ion of a new method into nerve physiology, gave e 

start to a most important series of inve 3tigaions 

Already in 1858 Schiff(, from the local variations 

in excitability along a nerve, and from the behav- 

: iour of a nerve wh -n a portion of it was subjected 

to the action of a constant galvanic current, had 

argued that nerve possesses two distinct properties, 

excitability, or the faculty of being excited at 

any point by an external stimulus, and conductivity, 

or the faculty of transmitting the excitation so 

caused from one part of the nerve to another. 

TheS observations were soon backed up from 

the clinical side by Duchenne de Boulogne, 

(6 0 
Ziemssen and Weiss, Erb, Eulenberg a,.cl others. 

They showed that in certain peripheral paralyses a 

nerve supplying definite muscles -light be incapable i 

of responding to electrical stimulation, while the 

pationtimight still be able to move these same 

muscles at will. In of ter words nerves might re- 

tain the property of conducting impulses from 
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centre to periphery and yet be incapable of excitat- 

:ion by external stimuli. Ziemssea - Weiss, and 
( 

Erb(11)isr 
3 
nt further. They carried out experiments 

on frogs by nipping across certain nerves with forceps 

and then studying the reactions during the process 

of repair. Conductivity returned before excitabil- 

:ity. 

11unk() carried out a very careful series of 

ir_vestigati ns on the dying sciatic nory : of the 

frog, and found that while excitability might be 

greatly diminished or even lost in peripheral port - 

:ions, a relatively slight stimulus applied to a 

more central portion might still cause a full con- 

:traction of the muscle. 

All these experiments, however lacked de finite-1 

:nass. 
(')<<) It is to the c elit, of GrúnhagAn (it ' I) 

FIC. 1. 

that he instituted a method by which the existe ce 

of these two separate properties was clearly °stab- 

:lishecl, and by which the extent of their independ- 
i 

:once might be with some exactness determined. He 1 
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enclose the _riddle portion of a frog's sciatic 

nerve in a chamber trough which a constant stream 

of CO2 gas could be passed. The middle portion was 

thus subjected to the influence of the gas while 

the portions outside the chamber remained unaffeeted.1 

On stimulating after the lapse of some time by means 

of electrodes fixed inside the chamber he found 

that the excitability had undergone a marked dimin- 

:ution, "while on the other hand, to quote his own 

words, "the excitability of the centra]. portion of 

the nerve, which was not subjected to this narcotic 

influence remained constantly at the same height.... 

although the excitation started in it had to travers 

the peripheral narcotised part. From this, one is 

justified in concluding that nerve excitation and 

nerve conduction should be separated as different 

processes". 

With the pertinence of Grúnhagen' s deduction 

from his experiment we are however not immediately 

concerned; it is the method that claims our attent- 

:ion. It presents these special advantages : - (1) 

a localised piece of the nerve can be homogeneously 

acted upon by some external condition (presence of 
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gas) to th 

6. 

.,1; (2) 

the infl 2ncin_ a`ent, being electrically non -con- 

:ducting, does not prevent the use of electrical 

stimulation, thus still affording quantitative 

measurement of the stimulus; (3) the l end, th of the 

portion influenced by the gas can be varied at will 

by varying the size of the chamber. Finally its 

result shows that we have in it a most valuable moans 

of determining the extent to ;rhi.ch conductivity and 

excitability are independent of each other. 

Since these experiments a hot disute has raged 

,round the question of the relative independence of 

conductivity and ecitability, and the multiplication 

of observations on the subject made the question for 

a time very complicated. 

Szpilman and Luohsinger(5)using the vapours of 

'ether, chloroform, alcohol and ammonia, distinguished 

two stages in the process of narcosis. In tho firs`. 

stage the excitability is lowered while the conduct- 

: ivity ;ye'aains unchanged; in the subsequent stage 

the excitability is not ` 2t absen`,, though greatly 

lowered, while the conductivity is totally gone. 

They pointed out that .Trúnhagen by using the weaker 

agent CO0 had got only the first stage. The two 

stages of narcosis which these two observers thus 

'established aro of fundamental importance and will 
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often-be referred to. These results correspond 

entirely with those of Efron(8) , who extended his 

7. 

observations to include the influence of various 

alcohols, different pressures, and different temper- 

atures . Hirschberg (7) repeated Grúnhag en' s CO., 

experiments while also using different temperatures. 

He did not get by this means the second stage of 

Szpilman and Luchsinger. g 

Gad, Sawyer and Piotrowski using various 

methods were able to repeat all the work of ezpilman 

and Luchsinger, besides directing attention to a new 

fact, viz. an initial rise in excitability and to a 

less extent in conductivity on narcosis. They also 

introduced an important modification into the method. 
ry 

Fig. 2. 

viz. they put two pairs of electrodes inside the 

chamber used for anaesthesia. one peripheral and one 

more central, althou;h the observations they carried 

out in this -ray have since been sherrn to be erroneous 

(see pp. 15 -16.) 

Gotch carries' out a series of obser ;tti ns 

'.:ith ether and chloroform, in which special attention 
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was directed to the recovery of the nerve after 

anaesthesia. He got th3 t ..o stages recognised by 

Szpilman & Luchsinger, while during recovery he 

found that conductivity returned somewhat rapidly, 

excitability on the other hand returned more gradu- 

:ally. Some experiments carried out under Crotch's 

direction sheaved that the second stage of nerve 

anaesthesia could be reached by the use of CO2 gas, 

while recovery occurred in the same order as after 

chloroform or ether. 

(41 
Waller 'tçused isolated nerve and took the 

electrical response as an indication of the condit- 

ion of the nerve. His observations, however, rather 

emphasised individual differences in the narcotic 

agents than helped forward generalisation on the 

question of the fundamental properties of nerve. 

The question of the relation of condnetivity 

to excitability had now become thoroughly complicated 

As an indication of the difficulty of the subject at 

this stage one need only refer to the account given 

of it in some of the modern text -books of physiology. 

The careful and impartial summary of the oviden:le by 

Biedermann in his " Elektrophysiologie", 1895, p.p. 

493, f.f., shews better than anything the need for 

some general principle to explain the facts. It 

tends to leave the mimi of the reader rather in be- 

:':ilderment than in enlightenment. Again the 
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section relating to " the influ,rnce of anaesth tins" 

on nerve in Schäfer's "Textbook of Physiology ", Vol. 

II, 1900, p.p. 491 -493 is more a emedolooklifto. series 

I 

of observations on individual anaesthetic a:.ents 

than a generalisation. The fact is, it was not 

possible to bring order out of the experimental facts 

at the time when these text -books w re written. 

As an interesting commentary on the difficulty 

of coming to dtfinite conclusions on the subject,one 

may take the following twosentences, which Bieder- 

:mann in his text -book, as if glad of an opportunity 

to generalise for once, prints in italics:- "Frog: 

these (the experiments of .riinh.I.Een, Luchsinger, Cad, 

Piotrowski, etc.) the very significant fact appeared 

that with local application of alcohol vapour, ether 

or chloroform, conductivity was as n rule first and 

most fundamentally affected before excitability 

underwent any perceptible diminution. With CO2 on 

the contrary, as well as CO, conductivity is quite 

unaffected, while local excitability is quickly 

abolished ". Not only is the statement in the first 

sentence a very doubtful deduction from the expori- 

:rents quoted, but the separation of the a -tion of 

COQ, from that of other anaesthetics was soon proved 

wrong by the experiments just referred to as being 

carried out under the direction of ûotch.(p. %) 

The subject was soon to be cleared up in 
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considerable masure. To understand how this was 

done we must go on to other experiments carried out 

by sli:_tly different methods. 

Sectio^. B. Wedensky's "Paradoxical Conduction". 

It falls r_ow to consider an investigation 
ro 

which Wodensky ) carried out on the fundamental 

properties of nerve. This observer anaesthetised 

the nerve by painting a portion of it with cocaine, 

chloral hydrate, or phenol. 

FLg.3. 

,.s indicators of the nerve condition he us- -'. simult 

: aneously the telephone and the muscle re:;l,onse. 

The use of the telephone inv-lved that the stimulation 

of the nerve should be rhythmic and rapid, - a 

tetanus of 100 per second he used as a rulo. Tho 

responsos of the muscle were accordingly tetani. 

By means of th' record it was easy to 

.. b..-'irm the existence of the two stages of Szpilman 
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and Luchsinger. During the first stage the excita- 

: bility gradually fell away, as shorn by the shorter 

and shorter distance of secondary from primary coil 

required to elicit nini =aal tetani in the muscle. 

The conductivity meantime remained constant. The 

second stage set in suddenly. All at once the 

conductivity began to fall rapidly and in a fern see- 

: onds entirely disappeared. The excitability by 

this time was lo.. , and it continued thus during fu.r- 

:ther anaesthesia. 
1 

On using the telephone note houeveras indicato* 

a remarkable phenomenon occurred. So '.onR as ho 

tested the excitability alone, the telephone record 

and the muscle record ran exactly parallel to each 

other, i.e. to keep the intensity of the telephone 

note constant during the progress; of the anaesthesia 

he had to shift the secondary coil nearer to the 

primary, and at the saTle rate as he found necessary 

in order to elicit minimal tetani of the muscle. 

When he tested conductivity on he o`h hand 

he noticed that during tiffe first stage, - the strw,e 

of apparently "undiminished" conductivity as sheen 

by the muscle record. - the tone underwent a cons i t'.- i 

: erable change. The note became weak, dull an( 

nixed up with extraneous noises, and this was the 

case for all intensities of stimulation during the 

first stage. This change was a progressive one, 
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becoming 7nore and :lore pre7ounö e:! as anaesthesia 

went on. 

:Ii s :e-:t observation ;a that ir a certain 

s'a7, o' th- tetanie contracions 

-licited by stry_llating centrally) were 

-.:13t as as before ard 

this Tias the cas whether he used strong or moderat- 

tetanisinT: currents. Again, the tetani elicited by 

strong were weaker than those elicited by :.ioderate 

sti:=1-11ation, ard more resernbled those resulting from 

very weak tetanisation. Th effec was ir way 

to direinishod co:-.d)letivity of th- 

api:aratus, for peripheral sti,ulation a third 

L"air of -fl_ectrodes caused fu)1 and energetic colY.ra0- 

:1 , (See Ngs. 4 &ma- 5) 
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close up to the muscle. Thereupon the contractions 

of the muscle ceased, ,chile the nerve continued to 

give the sal sounds as before. When he put oreos- 

:ote between the "co :-_ductivity "and the "excitability' 

electrodes the telephone tone disappeared. 

He was consequently led to conclude that a 

stretch of narcotised nerve begins to alter as re- 

::.ands its conductivity much sooner than was formerly 

su_, osed. A "paradoxical modification" of the con- 

:ductivity is established,in that rhythqizlioal tetan- 

: isations are not transnitte,' regularly: further, 

strong impulses are transmitted with greater and 

greater difficulty, while weak excitations are hand- 

ed on without prot:linent change. 

It was interesting to see if the galvanometer 

would bear out the results of the telephone and of 

the muscle. The use of the galvanometer involves 

the interruption of the vital continuity of the 

nerve. Wedensky consequently brought the anaesthes4- 
I 

: is to a certain stage, keeping both nerve and muscli 

intact. After recording the muscle response he 

quickly killed a portion of the nerve with creosote, 

and led off from the nerve the galvanometer ourrent. 

The results confirmed in the nos striking fashiot 

his previous observations. During the first stage 

of anaesthesia provided strong shocks were used, the 

galvanometer records of stimulations starting at 
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both central ( "conductivity ") and peripheral ( "excit -1 

:ability ") electrodes ran parallel to each other fre-ei 

the start i.e. they s hev;ed a regularly progressing 

di- iinution of both conductivity and excitability. 

When the conductivity had disappeared,as shewn by 

muscle an :: telephone, i.e. after the second stage of 

anaesthesia was established, the galvanometer no 

¡longer indicated the presence of any negative varia- 

:tion. 

the stronger induction currents still remained for a 

When he stimulated peripherally,(excitabilitr 

considerable timo effective, but gradually fell off 

in amount as anaesthesia further progress mod. 

These results of Wedensky are of high import - 

ance. As we see, they 'r -re reached by employing 

'rapid totanisations of the nerve instead of single 

excitations, and by directing attention not to re- 

:sponses of the muscle elicited merely by minimal 

stimuli but to the result of stimuli of an L d1L;,oos 

of strength; while the muscle recorc:s were controll- 

: ec at every point by means of the telephone acid of 

the ealvanometer. N 

They were oonfin ed by Boruttau( ) who like- 

:wise investigated the condition by means of the cap- 

: pillary electrometer. He writes; "I have been 

able to confirm out and out the discoveries in a 

series of analogous e .periments , :nd have a'.s o found 

by r odistration of the .lovements in the capillary 
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electrometer that at the commencement of ether as 

ell as of cocaine narcosis of a complete nerve, the 

ste ness of the curve and the backward drop ( "defin- 

:itive Ablenkung") of the meniscus is considerably 

diminished i.e. .hen the nerve is strongly stimulated 

;with very frequent currents (acoust is interruptor) ; 
uovebmt 

while the curve of theiof action with its single 

peas shows scarcely any change on stimulation with 

1 :> ; frequent and weak induction shocks ". Boruttau 

likewise reports that he cannot appraise too highly 

th, telephone as a means of investigating chances in 

nerve conduction. 

Wedensky further :round that when he tested the 

excitability of a narcotised piece of nerve by moans 

of electrodes applied to the anaesthetised portion, 

the phenomena altered with alteration in the direct- 

:ion of the exciting current. When the effective 

current had an ascending direction, so that the 

point from which the stimulus started lay more con- 

: tralcrards , the phenomena more resembled those got 

from the "conductivity" electrodes; when on the 

'other hand he used descending currents to excite the 

nerve he got a quite re,ular an gradual fall in ex- 

:citability. He concluded that the ratter method 

of stimulation gives a record of pure excitability, 

tr e former method gives a mixture of excitability and 

of conductivity. Gad and Sarryer ( ) , by using two 
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pairs of electrodes within the anaesthetising chamber' 

had found no difference in effect according as they 

stimulated more centrally or more peripherally. 

Werigo and Rajmist 42 in Avery exact piece of 

work had previously reached the same conclusions in 

this regard as Wedensky, and had pointed out the mis 
i3 

: `.ake in Gad and Sawyer's experiments, while Tiberg 

olcir_g under Wedensky's direct ions,had in 1895 

shewn that in the later stages of narcosis each i rra. 

i added to the narcotised nerve causes an increased 

'hindrance to the progress of the excitation. Cur - 

:iously enough Gotch and Macdonald 
( ) 

apparently 

from purely a priori considerations, had pointed out 

the fallacy that might arise from testing for exoit- 
I 

:ability at any arbitrary point along the influenced 

portion of a nerve subjected to local depressing in- 

:fluence. The importance of this precaution harp 

since been confirmed by many investiga +.ors . 

Ehe 
present occasion may be used to discuss a quest- 

:ion which, though not directly bearing on the sub - 

:ject in hand, is yet of considerable theoretical 
P 

importance, -ice is the relation which the electrical 

change bears to the actual excitatory process in a 

I stimulated nerve. The intimate association of the 

one with the other has again and again been clearly 

proved the experiments of Wedensky on "paradoxie! 

:al conduction" are only a further illustration of 
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the fact. While there is distinct evidence that 
the electrinal may exist without the excitatory pro- 
:cess, e.g. the dissected out nerves of warn- blooded 
animals may be incapable of causing contraction of 
the attached muscle when stimulated, and yet give 

1 
the electrical res 

1ó__s 
e (Hermann( ) , Fredericq(S*) 

Crotch and Horsley); still,until quite recently 
( iotch and Burch( ) 

) , t :_- ra :las been no evidence 
of the existence of the excitatory alteration with- 
:out the electrical' 

These experiments of Wedensky suggest an inter-; 
: estiri 

-. s `.lor.. A (portion at least of the elect - 
:rival energy can be tapped on the progress of the 

excitatory wave al o the nerve; it is this o:.orgÿ 

that causes the vi.' ro`.ions of the plate inside the 
telephone. Does this draining away of electrical 

energy detract from the ability of the excitatory 

process to stimulate the muscle? In other words 

is the electrical change causally related to the non- 

:tractions of the muscle, or is it a mere :eye- product 

the _ eneration of t _e excitation along the nerve' 16 e104 «+g 

;Tr MrSTFIZr-Cile- 
: cuit ':a--a3ri^e- v4".Ttre-iTefT4Er`r3Tir 15"6íYl=' .w-----° 



Oxygen S' . ly fon Cells. 18. 

Section C. Question of Oxygen Supply for Nerve 

Cells and Ì; rve Fibres. 

Meantime a new series of investigations had 

been going nn, which though at first directed towards 

elucidation of processes within nerve cells, 

ultimately. came to bear on the fundamental propert- 

: ìes of nerve fibres. These investigations were 

started by Professor Verworn, and continued under 

his direction by his pupils in r ttinger.. From 

our present point of view their first important re- 

:sult was the discovery by von Baeyer that in the 

presence of an oxygen -free neutral gas a nerve after 

some time loses both its excitability and its con- 

: ductivity; on restoration of oxygen these propert- 

:ies return. 

!y (1) Nerve Cells. 

Verworn( , in an investiRation into the beta- Strychnine 

:bolic processes in the nerve cells of the frog's 

cord, _,ad used strychnine to increase the dissimila- 

:tion relatively to the assimilation. The ultimate 

p :.'alysis which follows upon greatly increased activ -- 

: ity of the cells after injection of strychnine he 

found to depend in high degree on the fact that the 

cells had used up their available supply of oxygen. 

When exhaustion had set in he perfused the aorta 

rit:_ normal saline, (the only possible food materials 
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being here Tì20 and MC1) . No recovery occurred. 

When 02 was present in solution in the normal saline 

the tetanie eonvulsiorS began a_.air_ and within limits 

!the more 02 that was su )plied the longer did the 

renewed convulsions last. The capacity of `_.,, nerVe 

centres to undergo excitation he thus directly proved: 

to be a function of the amount of available oxygen. 

vlin_terstein( ) then studied the extent to 

which the two phases of metabolism, assimilation and 

issinilation are affected by narcosis (ether, chlor- 

: ofor__1, ^ kohol, 002) . It had long been known that 

narcosis interferes with dissimilation. By using 

Verworn's -method of perfusion with solutions of 02 

I Narcosis 

he showed that narcosis hinders assimilation to exact- 
:ly the sa Je extent as it hinders dissimilation. 

Archangelsky ( ) in 1873 had flhewn that when Heat. 

frogs are warmed up to a temperature of 29° - 34o C, 

clonic and totanic convulsions appear, which are soon 
! 

succeeded by ,complete paralysis. Examination of 

the peripheral organs sheaved that the cause of this 

paralysis lies in the centres themselves . ',linter - 
3z 

: s tein_(96) examined this condition and found that, as 

in strychnine paralysis so in the paralysis of over- 

the condition of the nerve cells as regards 

is a factor of the first importance. With 

increase of temperature the amount of oxygen used up 

by the nerve cells increases ra;- idly in proportion to 

the 'amount taken in, so that after a period of greatly 
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heightened activity the cells become exhausted of 

oxygen. Recovery does not occur with mere cooling; 

a fresh supply of oxygen must be available. 

Next, von Baeyer(1$ investigated the effect 

of low temperature on the assimilation of oxygen in 

1the ganglion cells of the frog. He showed that in 

the cold the assimilation of oxygen outweighs its 

dissimilation, so that in the cold an actual storing 

up of oxygen takes place. 
Sft 

Curiously enough Regnault and Reiset(2111' ) in 

1849 had directed attention to the saio fact. They 

were investigating the condition of hibernation and 

found that in one case a marmot actually rained 5 -9 

grins. in weight in five days during profound torpidity. 

This increase in weight could only be derived from 

some constituent of the atmosphere. During the 

hibernation of marmots generally they found that onl 

about two- fifths of the 02 taken in in respiration 

appeared in the CO2 discharged. 

The results of Winterstein anda. Baeyor were 

all confirmed and extended by Bondy 
( 
98 ) o further 

investigated the effect of narcosis, heat and cold 

o the metabolism of the cells of the frog's cord 

II) Nerve Fibres. 

It next occurred to v. Baeyer°1119) to try if a 

nerve could possibly be paralysed by want of oxygen. 

Cold. 
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Ho adopted Granhagen's method, and passed neutral 

uses (N2 and H2) , carefully freed from the last 

trace of oxyg o r, over the ^ e ive. After a period iod 

varying from 3 -5 hours both the conductivity and the 

excitability became abolished. By on more supply- 

: ink, pure oxygen gas to the nerve recovery occurred 

in 3 -10 minutes. These experiments were done at 

room temperature. With increase of temperature 

the process of asphyxiation occurred :core rapidly. 

Not satisfied with using indifferent gases alone, 

v. Baeyer used the -kcal reducing means. He packed 

the nerve with iron filings which had been made red 

hot in an atmosphere of hydroge 1, and found that by 

this means also the conductivity became ::polished, 

to reappear ,when oxygen ga was once more supplied 

to the nerve. 

The importance of these experiments need hard - 

:ly be insisted upon. Their interest lies in their 

suggestiveness. Although they were taken to she'd 

the existence of metabolism inside the nerve yet in 

the absence of proof of the existence of end -pro- 
)^.e:u2w2V 

ducts, such as CO0, this deduction 
is 

not,,justified. 
Al 

In his experiments v. 3aeyer(445 ) had observed 

Phenomena that bore a strong likeness to fatigue. 

'.'Teen he stimulated by means of repeated short tetan- 

:isations a nerve that had been asphyxiated and 

again exposed for a minute or two to the air he ob- 

:tained "first of all only a single response. 
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Thirty seconds later (the stimulation being 
Veco ve. ry 

meantime suspended)^was so far advanced that the 

muscle responded to three stimulations, and a short 

time later the nerve had again laid up such a quan- 

: ti ty of 02 that even on continuous stimulation no 

if 
_,tigue was to be seen . 

v. Baeyer next endeavoured to determine if 

a nerve becomes asphyxieated more rapidly when it is 

kept in constant acivity. HQ placed two nerves 

from the same frog inside the same chamber and ex- 

:posed them together to the influence of N2 gas. 

The one he stimulated continuously at the rate of 

800 per second, interposing a block by means of 

ether narcosis between the asphyxiated portion and 

the muscle; the other nerve hr; allowed to remain 

unexcited. Numerous experiments sheered that in on 

case the stimulated, in another the non -stimulated 

nervo became first asphyxiated. Hence this method 

does not adapt itself readily to sheer fatigue in 

nerve. 

To sum up, these experiments lend countenance 

to the idea, tenable on general biological grounds, 

that a nerve while it is alive, "respires" in the 

wide sense in which we talk of respiration in a 

unicellular organism. That this probable respira- 

:tion is increased by activity there is a slight 

a:iou:,:t of evidence to show.. 

Now that it was known that a nerve could be 
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asphyxiated FrBhli ch(a4.) examined the effeot of 

-Iar cosis (ether) on asphyxiated nerve, and found 

that it prevented the assi-zilation of 02 just as 

had been found by Winterstein to hold for nerve cells. 

Tie further found that the condition of narcosis is 

no bar to the passing of 0, N out from nerve when 

surrounded by an o'cygen -free atmosphere; whence ho 

concluded that the 02 stored in the nerve is depend- 

ent on the partial pressure of 02 gas in the vicinit4. 

Luis experiments, too, sheared in the most marked 

manner that nerve,onee exhausted of 00,is in a con- 

:dition of extreme oxygen- hunger, and takes 

the greatest eagerness 02 offered to it. 

This observer ne,Ct endeavoured to e' e-r '.ine 

if the presence of a reserve store of 02 in a nerve 

can be definitely proved. IIe asphyxiated nerves(11111 

'..1ìï with 

and offered different amou is of 4, to them, and 

found that a certain definite amount io necessary Ì 
to restore completely the excitability and the con- (, 

: ductivity. What falls under this amount causes 

an incomplete recovery. What is over this amount, 

while causin7 no further rise in e'x :citability, yet 

serves to protect the nerve for a longer period 

against a second asphyxiation. This goes far to 

prove the existence of a reserve store of 02. 

The time that is required to asphyxiate diff- 

:eront nerves at room temi erature varies within wide 

. .., 
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limits. v. Baeyer had given a period of 3 -5 hours. 

Fröhlich found a difference of 1 -15 hours in differ- 
(3 2) 

: ent frogs and established the fact t _at the nerves 

of animals kept long in the 

time to asphyxiate than the nerves of animals that 

have been kept continuously exposed to a higher 

temperature. Further, he determined that the 

faculty of recovery from asphyxia depends on the 

state of nutrition of the animals. The nerves of 

badly fed frogs do not show complete recovery from 

cold take a much greaten 

asphyxia; le nutrition of the frogs is good 

the nerves recover perfectly. 

I then endeavoured to carry out asphyxiation 

experiments with warm-blooded It is well 

known that the nerve of a living warm blooded anin- 

:al can be freed for a considerable distance from 

the surrounding tissues and yet retain its propert- 

ies for hours together. On the cessation of the 

blood supply to the muscle of a gran& blooded animal 

inability to contract very soon sets in. For my 

experiments the peroneal nerve -muscle group of 

a Live rabbit was used. The spinal coral of the 

animal was divided in the lo'.or dorsal region. 

The peroneal nerve was separated out from the point 

where it enters the muscles in the uppe.. part of 

the leg, right up to its exit from the pelvis, and 

in this latter situation it was cut across. The 
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separation was easy because the peroneal and tibial 

nerves in the rabbit are not bound to--ether in one 

common sheath as is the case in man. 

The animal was laid on its back and `.r_- lower 

end of the femur fixed to a rigid piece of wood by 

cleans of a flat -headed nail passing through the bone 

just at the condyles, while one or two turns of tape 

round the leg just at t.ze ankle served to keep the 

leg steady. Thus one got a rigidly fixed nerve - 

muscle preparation, stimulation of :Thich caused flex- 

ion of the foot at the ankle. To prevent the poss., 

:ibility of any reflex interference with the respon- 

:ses the tibial nerve going to the calf muscles was 

likewise divided. The peroneal nerve itself was 

supported horizontally on electrodes, and lay in a 

direction perpendicular to the plane of the flexed 

leg an_1 thigh of the animal.($ce NI) 
On no;; surrounding the nerve by a chamber 

through which ¡T2 gas was passed, no diminution in 

either excitability or conductibity was found to occur 

even though the strea., of N2 was kept going for 15 

hours. It then struck me that the persistence of 

the blood supply might prevent asphyxia. If 02 were 

being continuously sub plied by means of the blood - 

vessels the effort to exhaust the nerve from the out-1 

:side would naturally be fruitless. Control expori -¡ 

: ! rents showed that this conjecture was rig t, and 
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further I found that a continuous blood -supply is a 

sine uza on for the functioning of warn-blooded 

nerve. 

Contrary to :accepted ideas the nerves of warn- 

blooded animals possess a richly anastouosing blood 

supply. Thecombined peroneal an,; tibial nerves of 

the rabbit are in the thigh supplied by at least 

three visible arteries that enter at different points 

of their course. By much the largest of these is an 

artery that enters about the middle of the thigh and 

sends branches both upwards and do`r.:wards along the 

nerves. On the division ofthis vessel the central 

half of the peroneal nerve usually underwent a sudd- 

en drop in excitability, ofte!: the excitability be- 

:cane quite lost. The half which lay peripheral to 

the point of entrance of this large vessel remained 

as a rule fully excitable all along its length. The 

reason for this was found to be that recurrent vessel 

from the muscles enter the nerve below, the blood is 

pumped along these as far as the cut in the afor. e- 

:_ optioned large artery, and there it escapes, (it 

used to form as an ever -increasing drop which hung 

e 
penditn_t on the middle of the nerve) . From loss of 

pressure the blood fails to '.:e pumped further back - 

- hen_c the loss of eY ̂it ability in the upper 

half of the nerve. This was beautifully shewn by 

cutting the nerve across with sharp scissors at diff- 

: '3rent parts of its length. Ir the upper half -- 
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the half which was unexcitable - no blood oozed 
fro'-. the fresh cut section. In the lower excita le 

half a section at any place sheaved bright rad blood 

oozing out from the lower end. Once or twice, too, 

after the drop of blood forming on the middle of the 

nerve had clotted, the upper half of the nerve be- 

came once more excitable. A cut with the scissors 

then sheaved that blood ';..:s again flowing along this - 

part. Obviously by the clotting of the blood in th,i 

mouth of the large artery of supply the pressure had 

become sufficiently raised to drive the blood into 

the central part once mor:a. It was then found that 

if ',his vessel was ligatured before division the ex- 

: eitability of the central half of the nerve romaine 

as a rule quite good. 

In the course of a long continued experiment I 

sometimes omitted to keep the nerve moistened with 

Ringer's solution. In these eases the central part 

would become brown, dry and shrivelled, wile the 

more peripheral portion -,ould remain hoist and white, 

and perfectly capable of functioning all the time. 

T .7 1 tter condition was obviously due to persistent 

'blood supply. Again, all efforts by means of v lr,y 

free dissection to prevent the blood from flowing 

back into the nerve from the side of the muscles 

proved fruitless. The blood supply of the muscle 

and the attached nerve are indissolubly bound up wit 
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each other. n injection with methylene blue shewec 

the presence of fine vessels visibl , to the naked e e Y 

running longitudinally along the nerve into the mils - 

:ß1ße; and generally speaking it ìd the easiest 

thin:; it a youngish animal during life to demonstrate¡ 

the present-, of relativel y lar ge ve ssels u . g ustl 

inside the sheath of every moderate sized ne: ve in 

the body. A low power Of the microscope shows them 1 

up very plainly. 

These experiments throw into strong light not 

only the absolute dependence of the nerve on a blood 

supply, but also the very complete nature of the 

anastomosis in mammalian nerve; further, that a warn 

blooded nerve may become temporarily inexcitable and 

of for the lapse of some, considerable time regain its 

excitability on the restoration of the circulation. 

They clearly sug est that mammalian nerve has a ta- 

: bolism of a pronounced kind. 

An attempt was then: made by perfusion to re- 

place the blood in the conbined tibial and peroneal 

nerves by means of Rinç;er' s solution, with the ult i"i- 

: ate object of , lining if rt supply of. 02 is as 

necessary for warm- blooded as it is for cold- blooded 

nerve. All efforts however to perfuse the fine 

vessels of supply failed owing to the sallness of 

the calibre. Such experiments night succeed,,in a 

larger animal than the rabbit. 

As was just stated mammalian nerve may undergo 
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temporary suspehsion of function owing to deficiency 

of circulation. The nerve is not dead, it resuIIes 

its capacity to unction normally when blood comes 

back to it. This might possibly be correlated with 

1 the fact, previously mentioned (see p. 17.) that the 

electrical reactions may be elicited from mammalian 

nerve at a tide when the muscle response cannot be 

got. 

Sectio _D. The Relationship between Excitability 

and Conductivity further discussed. 

In the course of his investigations Fr&hl.ich 

had soon convinced himself that the interference wit 

conductivity and excitability caused by asphyxia 

corresponds exactly with the interference with these 

properties by narcosis. The only difrerenco is a 

difference in the time required to produce the var- 

ious stages, asphyxia being a much slower process 

than narcosis, in the relation roughly of 10 :1. 

By using the more deliberate asphyxiation method he 
3o 

was enabled ( ) t o study the two "st agos " of Szpilman 

and Luchsinger much more carefully than had before 

been ossible, and could easily trace the passaEe 

of the one stage into the other. The met :.oC he use 

was the single twitch method with minimal induction 

shocks, the muscle being employed as the indicator. 

On commencing the asphyxiation the excitability 
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was first i__f? u7__eed, .h-.? e the conductivity showed 

no change. When the gxcitability laü fallen to a 

2..i-, the conductivity beur_ to fall very 

quickly, soon to disappear entirely. i,_cantirie stim 

:ulation a ;_1iryd inside the chamber not far from the 

point of e-'it of the nerve towards the muscle, re- 

:r:ain ;d still_ e:'fecLive. If the asphyxiation was 

'. t;:_or pushed the excitability sank -ore and moro 

u ntil t sti_.Zulation began to pass by "Stromschleif. 

:01." to j ar tions of the nerve lyLng outside the chaff 

:.E)22. Asph: :-iat ion was never much pushed beyond 

this stage, for the nerve was apt to die. 

If 02 was supi lied to the asphyxiated nerve th 

first signs of recovery occar,o <: after a period of 

- 2 riinut es , ard at the peripheral point of e':cita 

inside the chanter. At this spot a 

rise in the e »ci_tai».lity took place. Only when the 

e citability inside the chamber had risen to It dof 

:ite Doint did stimuli cominr from the central. elect 

: rodes' become effective. The re- installation of 

the conductivity went on then so quickly that the 

stems coul:l scarcely be followed. In a few seconds 

original conductivity »as back ar: ::i n ïrhi i r the 

excitability inside the chc.ber continued gradually 

coming back to its primitive height. Exactly the 

n !.,. ,, 

same results were got with narcosis by :leans of echo 

By usin_; chambers of varying diameter so as to 

asphy .date different lengths of nerve he was able to 
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she', tieaL the conductivity more quickly disappeared 

when a long stretch of nerve was acted upon than 

when a sort piece was asphyxiated. As stated be- 

r n »' (14) :fore (p . +4) eri Wgo and _ Rajmist had previously 

of to same _°esult, and, even before Wedensky made 

his direct observations on a diminution in the power 

of conductivity in the early stages of anaesthesia, 

the] :lad reasoned from the time required to abolish 

the conductivity when different lengths of nerve were 

exposed to the anaesthetic that the conductivity under- 

:goes a gradual change from the first moment of 

anaesthesia. 
30 

7e8hlich, however made a further observation( ") 
ri.e found on asphyxiating different lengths of nerve 

that the_e was not merely a difference in the tinto, 

but also a difference in the degree to : h.i.ch the ox- 

: citability must sink before conductivity is abolish - 

:0 . The longer the stretch of nerve affected by 

n ecosis or asphyxia the less a drop in the e'cita- 

: bility;suffices to abolish the conductivity; the 

shorter on the other hand is the anaesthetised port-, 

:ion the more must the excitability be lowered be- 

:fore the conductivity disappears. 

Those results clearly prove that instead of b 

:in`,-, t-,o distinet peope^ ties, as Grúrliagen had ielag- 

: ir_ed, the conductivity is a fu-:c`.ion of the excit- 

: a bility . 

It is unfortunate that o-:rie to the use of 
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induction coils the graduations of which were ar'it- 

: rary the exact eelation that holds between length of 

nerve anaesthetised and degree of depreciation of ext 

:citability necessary to cause disappearance of co:.- 

I 

:ductivity, were not in this minimal twitch method 

determined. The presumption is that if the araos- 
i 

: t etis -.d portion were homogeneously act ec' upon all 

along its length, the nature of the relationship 

would turn out to be very simple. A series of 

quantitative investigations with a standard Kroneck- 

: or coil, care being taken to make as precise dolimit 

: ations of the anaesthetised portion as Doss ible 7 

would be lohomliT int- resting. 
3i 

Dendrinos (), working in Hering' s laì?ora`,ory 

with ether narcosis,had also e ::iphasisod the import - 

: ance of. the 1.e' gth of nervo anaesthetised on the 

result of narcosis. This observer, acting on the 

hint given by 1Vodensky, had not confined his obsorv- 

: ations to minimal twitches but had used single over - 

ma :imal. stimulations as ^e1.1. Direct observation 

by this method showed that conductivity undergoes a 

decrease at a tine, when, as tested l y the minimal. 

twitch method, it is apparently unchanged. 

(5) 32) Noll who worked in BiedermannI s laboratory, 

repeated Dendrinos work with sin le over- maximal 

stimuli and confirmed thexresults. He also direct- 

: ed his attention to the question whether different 
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narcotic agents have specific effects On nerve and 

con.clud d from exreri_ments on ether, chloroform, 

acetone, ethyl -bromide, anmonia, acetic acid and 

carbon dioxide, that they all act in t , same way 

exactly, the only difference being in the rapidity 

with .,_rich they produce their effect. 

In this _°e`_ rd it must be pointed out that the 

idea, once entertained, that sone substances exalt 

the conductivity of a nerve. relatively to the e eit- 
I 

:agility, and vic30 versa, is now being abandoned. 

Th., tendency of recent work has almost invariably 
11 

t1 .q +fiT I 

OCt^^ 
I been to establish the fact that so-called anaßsthet- 

v la a ovii 
:ics have nothing teculia i: their action. A 

.,,, :y E L+K«t_ .. 

Ott. 1 
Gki t1,1 l' fll 

SC2tu 

;.hole group of substances varying enomously in ahem- 

: ical constitution all have the same action on nerve. 

They are depressants and simply abolish the function 

of the nerve with greater of lese rapidity. FrBh- 

: lich showed that asphyxia acts in the sale aay . 

Any difference in the action of these things is not 

manifested by a difference in the behaviour of cor.- 

: duc tivity to excitability, but rather in the rel.a t- 

: ive toxicity of the chemical substances, recovery 

from their action being taken as the test. To this 

!point Waller first directed his attention. After 

him Vledensky emphasised the question. The only 

serious attempt in quite recent tines to establish a 

specific action for=any so- celled nerve anaesthetic 
(56) ( -) 

was that of Herzen and Radzikowski rì:o e 1 airar 
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:ed that chloralose (or glyco- chloral) could entire- 

ly abolish the excitability without affecting the 

conductivity of a nerve. Their experiments were 
io 

e severely criticised by Wedensky() 

Iri this co7_:-_ecticn it is interesting to knot, 

if CO as acts in the same way as X12 or H2. As we 

kno,.7C0 forms a fi=r compound with haemoglobin 

than 02 does. It is just possible that after CO 

asphyxia some co :ipound may be formed in a nerve 

which might prevent recovery on the admission of 02. 

I p-rfoìr _..(. soy experiments in Göttingen to settle 

this point. The CO gas, prepared by the action of 

concentrated H2SO4 on oxalic acid, and freed from 

washing with KOIi, was allowed to run into CO2 by 

the asphyxia`.ing cha iber. For some hours the ex- 

:citability gradually decreased, the conductivity 

as tested by minimal stimuli, remaining constant. 

Finally the conductivity disappeared. On read::iiss 

:ion of 02 both conductivity and excitability soon 

ca:- back again to the full extent, and the nerve 

shooed a complete recovery. CO acts on nerve like 

:1:37 other neutral gas. 

To fix our ideas we shall sum Up what we know 

at this juncture of the relation of conductivity to 

citability. The two stages of anaesthesia 

(Szpilr.,_an and Luchsinger) got by the naminai twitoh 

n thod is only a first approximation to the truth. 

Just :a Kepler's lags, not absolutely true themseiv 
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formed the basis of Newton's generalisation, so the 

recognition of these t7o apparent stages was the 

starting point for more exact knowledge. There are 

in reality no two distinct stages of anaesthesia. 

Conductivity gind to be influenced from the start. 

By the minimal twitch method it is not i,ossible to 

verify this by direct observation, one can only by 

reasoni on the results of anaesthetising different 

lengths of nerve reach this conclusion. By the use 

of the method of over -maximal stimulation one can 

directly show that the conductivity begins to dis- 

appear at a time 1 :!hen it is still present for minim --, 

:al stimuli. These facts are sufficient to prove 

that conductivity and excitability are not two dis- 

:tinct properties as Crr !nhagen held, but that conduo 

:ivity is a function of excitability. When exci.t- 

:ability is depressed conductivity tends likewise to 

:j-- n o;sed. 

:7edensky's method of using rapidly recurring 

stimuli with the "paradoxical conduction" that it dis-1 

:closed, seems to indicate that the question is a 

;::uch more complex one than had been supposed, but as 

we shall see even this paradoxical conduction is cap- 

:able of analysis and of explanation. 
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Section E. Fatigue of Nerve. 

3G. 

3s 

Ever since Berns tei"'s(58 ) classi^al exl >erine4 

on "the fatigue and recovery of nerve" the question 

of the fatigttability of nerve has been a much dis- 

:cussed subject. The majority of the experiments 

that have been carried out on tige subject have been 

done on motor medullated nerve. The method used 

has generally been to stimulate the nerve for a num- 

: bor of hours, and meantime exclude fatigue of the en 

apparatus by preventing the impulses from reaching tl c 

"_eipheral organs. On removal of the block by .;hic 

leis -:.s attained the activity of the peripheral 

organ iras seem to 'ee present in undiminished strengt 

Various kinds3Gf block have been used. Bernstein 

ed Wedensky( ) the constant galvanic current, 
Si a 1)ß(3Q) 3q 

Bowditch( nus e ,_: curare, Maschek( ) employed ether, 
Ato 

in the case of secretory fibres Lambert() Made 

use of atropin. 
y 

Wa11ee ( ) took the electrical changes in ned- 

:ullated nerve as an index of the activity and photo 

:graphed the galvanometric variation. The nerve 

;ras submitted to a short series of rapid excitations 

of similar intensity, which recurred at regular in- 

: tervals of oee minute, and the resultir_ , effects 

she,red no evidence of diminution though fatigue. 

Some fo-,r observers have used non- medullated 

nerve. In experiments on the cervical sympathetic 
Al 

fibres Eve(''14) feind the vaso -constrictor apparatus 
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the vessels of the ear still active after 12 hour 
h$ 

stimulation. Again Ho-,ell, Budge tt and Leoiìard140 

state that vaso constrictor and cardio inhibitory 

fibres s :-_o no functional fatigue after an hour's 

stimulation. 

In 7aller's experiments on isolated nerve he 

used various anaesthetic agents, including CO2 gas. 

Large doses of CO2 temporarily abolißh the electrical 

response. Very small doses on the contrary increase 

its a: tivity, and the swing of the galvanometer 

::idle is increased when the nerve is thrown into 

action. Again, in a non narcotised nervo mere ex 

:citation causes the electrical responses to improve 

at first, and in a manner exactly similar to the 

improvement from small doses of CO2 gas; whence 

Waller concluded that activity is associated with thi 

discharge of carbon dioxide. 

No77 to account for the fact that Fatigue does 

not still occur in nerve Waller put forward the 

; I 
a 

following tentative explanation. He says (U) 

wonder does this carbonic acid become altogether 

dissipated; may it not perhaps be reinvolved in 

some storage combination, as the nerve fat, perhaps, 

that is so prominent a constituent of fully evolved 

nerve Such nerve consists of proteid axis and 

fatty sheath; the axis -- which is the off shoot 

of a nerve cell - is the specially conductile part, 
the sheath is a developmental appendix, not directly 

connected 
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with any nerve cell. Yet, cut the nerve, and 

sheath as well as axis undergo Wallerian deg,enerat- 

:ion, which is evident proof of a functional co:er.i- 

: 
e_ Ce between sheath i nt1 axis . All these things to' 

my mind reconcile th= res elves with the notion that 

the active grey axis both lays do -m and uses up its 

own fatty sheath, and that it is inexhaustible not 

because there is little or no expenditure but be- 

:cause there is an ample re- supply ", 

ti5 
In order to test this hypo thesis, Miss Sowton 

undertook at .Taller' s suggestion an investi^a- 

: tion on the non- --ledullat ed olfactory nerve of the 

pike, and found that the galvanometric responses of 

the nerve became feebler on repeated stimulation. 
tic 

Brodie and IIalliburton( ) not quite satisfie 

with the proo o" fatigue in these exp eiments, 

sought to settle the question il another way. To 

avoid the use of the electrical response as the tes 

of activity,they selected the non- modullated nerves 

that go to the spleen of a mazaal. They blocked 

the impulses by means of low teelp -,rature (0° - 2 °C),J 

and found that eve._ after 6 houes continuous s timu- 

: lation the nerve conducted impulses just as well 

as at the start. They likewise made corresponding 
the 

observations on,xvaso -motor nerves contained in the 

sciatic nerve of the dog, the volume of the leg he- 

:in; ; eecord ed with a plethys,nograph, and repeated 

Eve's experiments on the cervical sympathetic run- 
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:ing to the oar of the rabbit. In no caso were they 

able to demonstrate any functional fatigue. 

These experiments of Brodie and Halliburton 

ho revery labour under one volpw serious objection, and 

the same objection applies to Bowditch' s , to Eve's, 

to Lambert's an to Howell, Budgett and Leonard's 

experiments. They were done on warm- blooded animal 
4 

in which, as was pointe t on page ö, the nerves 

while capable of functioning retain their blood 

supply more or less intact. So far as we yet know, 

it is quite possible that the nerves of war:i- blooded 

animals may be easily made to show fatigue. 

But to return to Waller's hypothesis, apart 

from the function ascribed to the medullary sheath, 

the suggestion that fatigue is difficult to prove 

because the restitution processes are so perfect has 

much to recommend it. Thus Fr Elioh's eperimonts 

brought into ;prominence the great rapidity with 

which 02 is taken up by an asphydate nerve. While' 

it took 3 - 4 hours to remove the conductivity of a 

nerve in an atmosphere of 110 exposure to 02 for s--1 
!J!" 

minute was sufficient to restore conductivity again 

for a long time. The nerve took up 00 at a much 

raster rate than this element could be withdrarn from 

it. 

Garten(4i) took up Miss Socrton's work on the 

non- medullated olfactory nerve of the pike, using the 

capillary electrometer instead of the galvanometer, 
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and got the sane results as she did. On rhythli.cal 

stimulation with induction shocks in a constant dir- 

:ection ho found thhat the excursions of the eloctro- 

:meter soon '_eeli_ned in amount. After a rest they 

returned in full amount again. In order to meet the 

obj ection that the result was merely an effect of in- 

:jury at the point of stimulation, he stimulated at 

two places; the one point of stimulation he used for 

long continued tetanisation, the other (nearer to the 

capillary electrometer electrodes) he kept for short 

control stimulations. Thus , assuming that the elect. 

:rical change gives a measure of the amount of the 

excitation, the fact sees to be proved that non -med- 

:ullated nerve is capable being fatigued. 

In 1900 Carvallo() reported that he had been 

able to show fatigue of frogt s nerve by cooling. Iio 

kept the muscle at room tenp erature and cooled the 

nerve to 0 0C. By stimulating with single shocks 

every five seconds he found that after a period of 

half an :lour the excitability had disappeared; and 

proved to his own satisfaction that both low ter.ipferata- 

:ure and stimulation of the nerve were necessary to 

cause this fatigue. I repeated Carvallo's experi- 

:ments while in Attingen,and found that ;;hat he took 

to be fatigue was merely a lowe-ing of the excitabil- 

:ity of the nerve by lcy.: .a,ure. He had fixed 

upon a stimulus that : .s just maximal at 20 °C, and 

had used it all along. Naturally, 77hen the tempera- 
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:ture of the ne -ve fell this stimulus becaele no long- 

: er effective. In his proof that both lo '+; to :-iperat- 

:Ube and stimulation were necessary to cause fatigue 

he had not accurately measured his to 'perature; and 

generally speaking his whole conclusions were in- 

accurate. For one thing the conductive. +.v of the 

"fatigued° nerve remained unchanged all along! 

As we have seen (p. 21) , v. Baeyer observed 

phenomena in a nerve recovering from asphyxia, which 

he took to imply fatigue. 

While Fr hlich was examining the curves pu iis1 -- 

: ed in ïedensky's paper() it occurred. to that 

the phenomena might be due to fatigue of the nerve. 

At a certain stage of the anaesthesia shortly before 

the disappearance of the conductivity, strong and 

rapid tetanisaion or the nerve cal-1s forth only a 

single twitch of the muscle, weak and less rapid tot-- 

: anis ation causes tetanus. Fröhlich had found that 

the same thing occurs in asphyxia just i'efoee the 

disappearance of the conductivity. He cons eTiontly 

set himself to examine the condition morn closely. 

He kept the nerve narcotised with a dilute 

stream of ether, and exa tined it when it Td reached 

the stage at which the conductivity is on the point 

1 

of disappearing. By varying the rate of sti.:mlatio 

(from 150 to 3 or 4 per second), meantime keeping 

the intensity constant, he found that high frequency 

hq 
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caused only an initial twitch, a slightly less _re 

:quency caused also an initial twitch which was 

slightly higher than the first. Stimulation with 

still loner frequency caused tetanus, which increased, 

in height with further decrease in the frequency - 
Optimum of Frequency - and finally decreased a.:ain 
in height with continued decreasing frequency of 

stimulation. Eventually he got incomplete tetanus. 

A frequency of 3 4 per second produced twitches 

quite separate from each other, but of the same 

height at first as the initial twitches which W020 

got with the high rates. 

The same results :retie got by altering the in 

:tensity, when the frequency was kept constant. 

Tetanisation with strong intensity caused a single 

twitch, a slightly less intensity causd a sing Le 

twitch just higher than the first. Weaker inten 

:sities caused tetani, which at first increased with 
In 

decrease intensity - Optimum of Intensity - and 
then fell off in height to finally disappear. Sin 

: gle shocks here, too, caused twitches of the same 

hei ht as those got by tetanisation with strong 

shocks. 

These results eo: res ,-onded e (a:e tly with -'ffects! 

i 
that Tedensky 

) already in 1886 had foue ie '..;-:e 

nerve muscle p2 

which Iioffesann( 

aration of a narcotised fec1 n'1 

who repeated the e;;pr using 
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had as cribed to an action on the end- plates of the 

nerve in the :iuscle. 

That these effects in Fróhlich's experiments 

were not due to an altered condition of the end -plat 

or of the ruscle was shiwn by control experiments 

with a pair of electrodes applied quite peripherally 

on the nerve, i.e. near the muscle. Full tetani 

were then always produced. Besides, the telephone 

and al vó ometer controls of V edensky's later experi 

:monts 
(! 

and the capillary electrometer results of 

Borutt au (see p. ice) entirely negative any such ob- 

: j ection. 

The fact that in a certain : tage of anaesthesi 

strong tetanising stimuli call forth only one twitch 

which in height corresponds to the effect of one 

singlè, indicates that in this condition of 

the nerve strong and rapid are not suni'uited, 

which must b^ due to a prolongation of the refractory 

period of the nerve. Experiments with two stimuli 

separated by a very short interval of time, shewed 

that in reality the refractory period of the nerve 

was greatly prolonged by anaesthesia Thid had al- 

:ready been pointed out by Boruttau( 

I1ay more, there was a definite relation betr.oe 

the refractory period as determined by two successiv 

twitches, and the frequency of stimulation that in 

any given stage of the anaesthesia just caused an in- 

itial twitch. Supposing he found that with a de- 
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I:finite intensity of stimulation tetanising shooks of 

100 per second just eaused an initial twitch, while 

similar shooks at the _ate of 80 p -r second caused 

muscle tetanus, then two stimuli of the same intensit 

as had been used for tetanisation follo;;in.; each other 

at an interval of 1 /100th. of a second caused no sum - 

:: ation, while two similar stimuli, but separated by 

an interval of 1 /80th. of a second caused summation. 

This prolongation of the refractory period by 

means of anaesthesia may reach a considerable extent. 

Vr$hlieh found a refractory period in one case of as 

much as 1/10th. of a second. 

The refractory period is a function not merely 

of the degree of the anaesthesia but also of the 

strength of the shock used to sti :eulate the nerve. 

Strong shocks show a longer refractory period than 

weak shocks . 

All this Suggests that the reason why no one 

as succeeded in fatiguing nerve is that the refract- 

ory period under normal conditions is no short that 

'n the intervals between the individual stimuli the 

erve has sufficient time for complete recovery, and 

gigue cannot set in. In the condition of narcosis 

and of asphyxia on the other hand, the refractory per- 

: iod is so much prolonged that on stimulation with 

°epeat ed shocks that follow each other in an interval 

of time less than the refractory period, only the 

first stimulus is effective, while the second stimulu 
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occurs in th? refractory period of t first and is 

therefore ineffective. 

:Tow, if ii_s 
_ ea( of considering simply the sin 

:gle twitches t t got with rapid tetanisation 

and t _e co_. 1.t e tetani that follow much slower 

stimulation, direct our attention to the muscle 

contraction that follows tetanic stimulation of the 

nerve at an intermediate rate, we find that it cOn- 

:sisis of an initial twitch followed by a series of 

twitches of decre :Lsing, height and fi.Z..11y by com- 

9 
:ple te rest of the muscle. In figureAwo see two 

rescons7st the first is a single twitch recorded 

with stationary drum, the second is the result of 

totanising at 60 per second at the same intensity. 

Had the totanising shocks been more rapid we should 

have got a sin^1.e twitoh,had they been slower we 

should have got full tetanus. As it is we see that 

the twitches fall away and are succeeded by completo 

rest. This is a curve sheering fatigue of the nerve 

This proof of fatigue is ingenious and boauti- 

:ful. It just misses being absolutely conclusive, 

because Fröhlich did not provo that the refraeory 

period is prolonged by previous activity of the nerv! 

: possible objection might be that his anaesthesia 

was becoming, progressively deeper, and that cOnse- 

: quently the refractory period was with each small 

interval of time becoming longer. Until it is 

proved that the refractory period is actually pro-- 
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: longed by activity or:- c a =ot take this as uneondit- 

:ional fatigue. "theless it is by far the best 

proof of f..ti7uo o_' nerve that has ever yet been 

?iven_. 

As in my attempts to asphyxiate the nerves of 

,.ram- blooded _^.'_ima1s I had Trorked out the operative 

technique for i rar^n- blooded nerve it occurred to 

Frohlich aa?4-tee that by a" adoption of the method we 

mi`ht be able to narcotise warm-blooded nerve suffie- 
: iently to she 7 V edonsky1 s "paradoxical conduction ". 

T;., i s 70 found quit possible in the peroneal 

nerve of youngish rabbits by means of ether and 

chlor.ofo m, and e obtained typical "fatigue" curves 

For some reason we were unable to sufficiently nar- 

: cotis e the corresi onr' ing nerves ofllull- grown animal 

whether it was that t'.e conr -active tissue was more 
n+ what 1A 1..... 

dense or the blood-supply botter^, it is difficult to 

say. 

Section F. Are Conductivity and Excitability 
really separate? 

Before coneludi :i; this historic sketch it will 
be of advantage to once more re turn_ to these two 

properties of nerve, conductivity and excita;.itity 
so to finally adjust our ideas on the subject. 

Boruttau had found that the rate of transrniss- 
:ion of the electrical change in nerve is delayed by 

narcosis. Fröhlich investigated this discovery by 
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means of the muscle, and established the fan t(54) 

' that both asphyxia a~_0 narcosis produce a distinct 

delay in the te aesmission of the e citation. This 

delay is greater the greater the length of nerve 

anaesthetic -d 02 asphyxiated,as the case nay be,and 

is most marked just at the stage when the conduct - 

:ivity (as tested by minimal induction shocks) is 

about to disappear. The slowing erti the impulse is 

confined to the affected portion; on passing 

through it the impulse once more resumes its normal 

speed. 

As mentioned in last section (p.43) , FrBhlich 

deter :ine d that the refractory period of the nerve 

is prolonged by narcosis and asphyxia, a fact to 

which Boruttau had already drawn attention( 

Hand ire hand -,,ith the prolongation of the re- 

:fractory period there goes an increase in the actu- 

:al duration of the electrical wave(. 64' 
) This 

takes thl form of a great prolongation of. the descen - 

:ins portion of the curve of negative variation,as 
II 

shown by the capillary electrometer. The prolong- 

: ation of the grave is obviously most in tieel toly 

bound up with the increased duration of the refract- 

ory period. It is limited to the narcotised port- 

:ion of the nerve :rh.ile peripheral to this the nor - 

:-eal wave duration reasserts itself. 

Thus we have three defiri`. e changes occurring 
two at least 

in a narcotised i t. - tch of new 1_ 1 c -, 

to the 



Fig 12. 
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a- .ion:- 

rate of L -. 

(2) 221Y) _` ration_ of refractory period, 

(3) r.,l r of electrical wave. 

T 
: is still a fourth change, this time ho 

1:1/7-4 ot 1 ocalisea to the narcotised part. This 

taï,.es t :- . _ -- i of a diminution in the extent or 

a: plitud- of the excitation as measured by electrica 

meci_s. Boruttau first established this change in 

_.ic_. :iad been locally cooled(55) siri -1 -a:c 

Tho-a:l3nt in the e :citatory wave occurs in a narcot- 

: ised or asphyxiated portion 
(56) 

On leaving the 

affected stretch of nerve the wave does not return to 

its original height, it remains permanently diminish 

: ed, notwithstanding t»at its original short duratio 

and its original rate are recovered. 

This decrement is a function of the intensity 

1 of the stimulation . We see this from the experi- 

:monts of Wedensky and of Ho11. Boruttau and Fr &ì- 

:lich(5b) set themselves to determine the exact re- 

:lation between the two. They used two electrode 

fo registering electrical change on the longitudin- 

al part of the nerve, the one,q.,neare! to, the 

other,ß, more distant from, the point of stimulation. 

(Se, figure 12. ) . By means of a third el ect- 

:rod,y,placed in contact with the cross section of 

The nerve, they could lead off alternately from a 

and y , or 
r and y as the case might be. 
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In any given stage of narcosis then, although 

the demarcation current -ras exactly the same in 

each case, the negative variation with one and the 

same intensity of stimulation was less in p than in 

4 . When they varied the intensity, the decrease 

i>_ the negative variation from A to (3 with strong 

::`.i _elation was as much more considerable than with 

weak{ stimulation. The further aile narcosis had pro 

:gressed the more did phis hold true. Thus, by 

tetanising at stated intervals, first with secondai 

coil set at a distance of 450 m.m. and thon at a 

distance of 200 n.m.,the negative variation in the 

first case decreased in the space of 20 minutes from 

4 to 1 scale- divisions, in the second case from 75 

to 3. 

The decrement in the strong stimulation is 

.t , that in the weak is proportionately s 1_i_!-ht, 

. and in fact "as one ci,n easily convince oneself, the 

size of the decrement is -'.irectly pro;,ortional to 

the size of the wave of excitation". 

This explains ho-7 it is that the conductivity 

ts3 ppears at the same moment for both weak and and 

stimuli, for the negative variation in each 

case becomes vanìs:3agay small at the same point. It 

likewise explains howl at the co'Amencemant of narcoc- 

:is or asphyxia,}the conductivity appears unc« 

fer both strops and weak stimulations. For weak 

stimulations the decrement is extremely small, x-:d 

Q.., Oril rat. Crl,l., r 
et, + es 

te 
f<.ifliFtf: Iru/t. 
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the conductivity disappears only when the negative 

variation has sunk below the limit necessary to in- 

:duce a minimal twitch of the muscle. For strong 

stimulations the decrement is greaterlbut the maxim- 

:al twitch only (ecreased when the negative variation 

sinks under the limit necessary to call forth a 

maximal twitch. Once this occurs, tine height of the 

muscle twitch decreases with decreasing extent of 

the negative variation, to disappear simultaneously 

with the effectiveness of weak stimutatìoe. 

The conductivity for weak and strong stimula- 

: tions during narcosis is therefore only apparently 

unc fanged, i)ecaus e the various alterations that the 

excitation undergoes, prolongation of refractory per- 

iod, increased duration of the electrical wave, and 

delay in rate of transmission, do not have an oppor.- 

: tunity of evincing them elves in the commonly used 

Method of observation of the muscle twitehes follow- 

: ^,, single stimuli. 

The only other question that it remains to 

answer is this. Why does the apparently unchanged 

conductivity disappear before the excitability? 

As -,:e saw on page 31,the time at which the 

con uctivity disappears depends on the length of 

' nerve narcotised. The shorter the affected portion 

of nerve, the longer the time and the greater the 

drop in excitability required to abolish the conduct- 

: ivity. Pursue this to the limit, i.e. narcotise 
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a vanishingly small portion of nerve,and tho excit- 

ability and conductivity will disappear together. 

The "excitability" merely expresses the change at 

o given point owing to progressive alteration in 

the .l orve t'r'ough narcosis, the "conductivity" is an 

o;.-;,re lion for the change in a whole stretch of 

u_erve, for the -gave of excitation undergoes stF)Lvdy 

_.:iuution all :long, its course from one portion of 

the narcotised nerve to another. Iii other words 
Aosgiete 

thoro is no separation4b,etsieen excitability and con- 

ductivity. They :lerely different expressions 

for th" sae ping. 
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Section 4. ma4-e41.. 

It had long boo.,_ held that the excitability 

of nor a is lowered by c?ling, and raised by warming 

E ron ( ) and Hirschberg , who conducted experiments meets 

to deter:-line the relation between conductivity 

and excitability, found that the excitability appar- 

:ently fell with fall of temperature. Howell, Bud- 

:Jett and Leonard( ) investigated the influence of 

temperature on nerve in a special research,and carie 

to th ì same conclusion. Not till Gotch and Macdon- 

: ald carried out their experiments , however, was 

the question settled beyond cavil; they found, takin 

special precautions against manifold sources of error 

that the excitability of nerve to break induction 

shocks is definitely lo.ered with decrease in the 

-,p'r'a ,ure. 

Tho .'at ̂  of transmission o' the r:,rvous im- 

:pulse is likewise lowered by cooling of the nerve. 
(57) 

This was determined by :Iel.,holtz for frogts nerve 

by Helmholtz and Baxt(58) and by Oehl(`'9) f=' the 

sensory nervos of man, and by Borut tau ( 5`) f or the 

7.1oto. .arves of nuzerous warm-blooded aiimals . 
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A-ain,Borru;tau had founde54-) by electrical 

JJ 

observation that the amplitude of the crave of excit- 

:ation under-goes a diminution with cold. The fact 

that the muscular response is altered in extent by 

cooling of the nerve is thus referred to by Crotch( ) 

"On cooling a portion of a nerve, not only is the rat 

l es s erred, but the excitatory state diminishes in amoun 

as it traverses the cooled region, and on emerging 

from this it continues with the same diminished inten 

:sity, so that it evokes a smaller muscular response 

than it would otherwise do ". 

Boy3ott(?6 °) working under Crotch's direction, 

_Pound that the refractory period of nerve is prolonge 

by cooling. Boycott used the muscle response; Gotah 

and Burch 
( a ) detei,.:ined the same thing on isolated 

nervo by means of the capillary electromotor. 

The descendi ., part of the curve of negative 

variation is also prolonged by cold. This was first 

, ac e out by Iler: ..1'n ( °1) and confirmed by Verwej 
( 

62 ) _J 

and by B orutt au 

Putting those fact together one seesthat cold 

has apparently much the same influence upon nerve as 

narcosis or asphyxia does. Seeing that the muscular 

responses associated with Wedensky's "paradoAical 

conduction of nerve" were got with both the latter 

influencing factors, it was interesting to see if they 

could be got by cooling. At the instigation of Pro - 

:fessor Vorworn I undertook this investigation. 
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Section 4. Apparatus. 

(1) Cooling Apparatus. 

In conducting local cooling experiments on the 

nerve of a nerve -muscle preparation, many precautions 

are necessary if on is to get reliable results. 

Care must be takes that neither the muscle nòt the 

central end of the nerve is cooled. The cooled 

portion must be as nearly as possible at an equal 

temperature throughout its length. In working with 

very low temperatures, too, the nerve is apt to 

freeze if it touches any part of the cooling apparat- 

:us, hence it is necessary to cool the nerve by 

radiation rather-than by actual conduction. Again, 

for experiments such as I had to carry out, it was 

found necessary not only to be able to alter the tom - 

:perature at will,but to keep any one tmlperaturo con- - 

:stant for a more or l ,,ss prolonged period. 

The for: , of apparatus on which I fixedAwas 

found well adapted to fulfil these requirements. It 

consisted of a small metal box (see figure 418t. ) made 

out of 1 inch square- sectioned brass tubing. A 

groove, i inch wide by - inch deep, was let into the 

upper side; this was lined with very thin copper foil, 

and served to contain the nerve which was stretched 

along it near to, but not actually touching, the 

bottom. On each end of the box was a brass pipe 

which served to conduct cold fluid through it. As 

'r1'!¡+ 

¡.tt t 
>': 
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the fluid passed along ,._.(_1 3001',d the wails of-the 

1i0.,, the _-_diatio., _rana the thin co n. f7)1i. cfinl_ed 

the nerve. 

55. 

The cold fluid (a ;fixture of alcohol and crater .I 

to prevent freezing) was got froa fro a special ice and 

salt cooling apparatus consisting of two glass vessels, 

one inside the other (see figure Ih ) . The innor 

vessel (thin walled), containing about a litro and a 

half, was connected by a pipe running from the bottom 

directly to the brass box. Between the in;:er vessel 

and the outer one a mixture o' ice And salt was put. 

The dri spin s from this escaped into a funnel placed 

undernoath, a,-' thence into a large glass container. 

The dia:;nara ex. lain better than any de- 

: s criptìon how the :Iparatus was arranged. The upi ell 

figure sheers the :essential parts. The lower shows 

how insulation was affected, for all the ¡arts de- 

signed to hold or convey cold fluid were thoroughly 

insulated with felt, while the brass '.,ox had an out- 
31, 

:side jacket of cork, to prevent radiation to the 

muscle. One thing is not shewn ,viz . , an additional 
hald:.xg 

vessel forAfluid at room temperature. This was con- 

: nected by means of a three -way cock, C, to the pipe 

leading to the brass box. Thus one could run either 

cold or warm fluid through the box. S is a screw 

clamp such as is used on rubber gaspipe for fine 

radiation of the flow. It ras attached to a piece 

of rubber on the extre le end of the outlet pipe, and 
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served to accurately re`ulat , the flog. 
crL4% a (44.4 ¢.olu. 

By __leans of this apparatus ono coul dAk ep the 

temperature of the brass boy absolutely constant for 

P_'o_a 20 minutes to half- an- hour,at any temperature 

varying from, say, +3° to - 70 or-80 C. As far as 

constancy of temperature went, it functioned perfectly. 

A preliminary series of experiments was done 

to determine the degree of the heat insulation near 

the brass box, and it was feu?:d that just outside the 

groove at a distance of 
" 

from the box,i.e. at the 

point ,;here the muscle was fixed with pins, or where, 

in the case of a short nerve, the central electrodes 

were applied, the temperature -ras never more than 6 °C 

below: room temperature (120), ;;hen the temperature in 

the groove was - 5°C. T'i1e averag te.:ip erature of 

the muscle, as very careful_ experiments showed,',aas 

certainly never gore than 4° below room temperaturo. 

"then it was necessary that the : Muscle should be kept 

absolutely at room temperature, it was fixed in a small 

cork bath containing Ringer, s solution, which was fee - 

, renewed from ± standing ,. qu _,t1.y r d . T. o. bottle kept , 1c ?ir.g, ir. the 

roo i. As re;ards heat insulation the apparatus was 

ao 0.d 

p_°o ably a. -fficient . - many similar pieces of 

;:, aL°a;us that are assumed to be perfect. 

(2) . Nerve- Muscle Preparation. 

The us cl e was fixed on a small horizontal cork 

e, the nerve and it lying; in one straight line. 
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Three pins, one t.4 ou`- k._ -j eint , and one each 

through the con ective- tissue attached to the femur 

and tibia, were used to fix the proximal end of the 

:r_:scle. This insured that the nerve sh;,uld not be 

pulled upon. The muscle lever gava a ten -fold 

_n magnification. 

Two pairs of platinum electrodes, bent at the 

end in the form of a hook, served to support the 

:-serve. The one pair (E electrodes) ran down along- 

:side the bulb of a small vertical thermometer 

specially made for these experiments; by means of 

these the nerve was hung just underneath, and almost 

in contac`, with, the the:° 1ometer . ullb. The other 

pair, fixed in a vertical vulcanite rod, supported 

the central end, so that the ,serve hung like a tel 

:graph wire bete ,ae two points Of sujo-'t . 

As the nerve was removed from the animal Yith 1 small 

piece of the spinal column attached, a support for 

this end was attached to the vulcanite carrying the 

C electrodes. Provision was :lad- for applying a 

third pair of electrodes (P) to the nerve just as it 

entered the _'"luscle. These were not always in use, 

,, 

These electrodes, with thermometer etc., ;ere 

all fixed relatively to the cork plate, and the whole 

system could be raised or lowered in one piece, so 

that once the muscle was fixed on the plate and the 

nerve laid in position,no alteration in the point of 
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stlmultion could occur. "'his relative i:-Imobility 

t;le, system was found on the greatest tel:ortance 

iL frezing experiments,where the slightest mechanic- 

:al injury to the nerve irretrievably destroys it. 

The supporting appayatus was raised or lowered by 

means of a screw arranement such as is used in the 

rough adjustment of a microscope. The position of 

the rv,) in the bottom of the groove could therefore 

be aourately adjusted. 

Special screws and sliding a7rare:rlents was 

also -iovided for altering at will the position of 

any 7eber o the system relatively to any other, so 

as to make the apparatus adaptable to brass chambers 

of different thickness and to nerv,s of different 

length. 

The thermemeter eLv.yyirg the I] electrodes 

served to measure approximately the te7Iperature of 

the nerve. It was always arranged at the peripheral 

edge of the cooled piece of nerve (corf. p. A 
141.11411 

serios of preliminary experiments 1!*44416 ca-riod out to 

determine how the indicated terverature varied 

the position of t:1- 4,11- -1,Lb in the groove. 

These shewed that if due ca,'o a. n. ' 

bulb from actually touohin the sides of 

the variatio-,within the 1iiits of position in the 

actual experiment was ,-.ever 1°C. If the bulb touch- 

ed the side he .ending was awato,s- about 2° lo-er 

etAtrirnrtnet, 6.1-44 

than it 
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. a ture of the nerve, 

59. 

Wha,t axtEn.t: 
t __P . 

J 

er- 

¡:paá a',us s :e Is i - - _ ,ai-le. 

taken:- si ~lui.tar_eously the t ""Iperature 3: ;_. , f tuic , 

first ir the cont.;ining _.1 ass vessel, and -;hen as it 

ìssu ;,i from the extrer?e outlet pipe, proved useless 

to decide the question. The indicated teriperaturo 

of the nerve can only be taker as a rough. aj;pro'ir -a- 

: Lion to the real temperature. The error, ho' raver, 

is probably a -lore or less constant one. 

Ir cooling eyperi_lents, fortunately, ro pro- 

:vision requires to be taken to keep the cooled 

portion of the nerve :oistened with tilio saline solu- 

:tion. ;aoisture fron t,_-, air sonde sns o:1 the nerve, 

so that there is no fear or it drying. Trio project- 

: ing central part of the nerve was kept, -joist by mean 

of a deep gutter line'' 'i th wet cotton .00l,which was 

brought up under the nerve without touchir._: it at any 

part, and sere rl to k- -p p the at- losphero in the iruied- 

:iate vicinity satu" gated with water vapour. The 

peripheral part of the nerved as -ell_ :; the nuscle 

ere carefully brushed frorl ti' "e to 
t1: -7 th :l i n.ber't81 

solution. 



Ap¡:aratus. GO. 

(3) mil,- electrical a: paratus. 

771 stirlul ate n-n:v a standard Kronecker 

C3Dil '.TrIS US .7-d ex--rent i ' 

was obtained 7 -)--1 n: as k-pt 

cliff- 

t--,..tanisation a 72-1-1s4.ei-)s ACOUS'.-A0 

. , for s Yoo-- a 

i i , 17, 01..{ , 

. . 

kept other I'. was 

continuously washed. -,-rith ;., 

Contilie:!?able was feud Cet,rHi - 

, , 

-1th.-'1' both 'oroay. -a maan s.nocks 

CT- i'. '20d of frI4C3tiVr? 1. 

.1:e1:7,holtz side-wire does '.ot adapt 1() 

]ve 11 contact interruptions. Ijost invesigators 

,us -C.: rapid excitations skip ,Jis 

!assune either that both 

rir - 

, 

ar,ci :-)re;.0.: act as 

effective stimuli, or that only break shocks excite. 

It Seeas to me impossible to sa 

interrup tOr 
A 
whethel' ono al on or both s ; y 

-ffective at any Jiver sag - of an experim-nt. 

2-7Tcriblen,ts peak shocksdo not 

elecide tho question, for wi h ip2::,j_E; rapidity o7 

s dis .L7:11:3 T o. C prinary 

coil -eql.lires to di:,iT-ish in ordel' to produce effect- 

:ive tetanisation of the :Ta30 .0; so 4*aL, t:no effects 

Vvi ") L. of 
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rep r-- - .. 

:set t__e ._1:, - of ca -. 1 't . V' 'atio'Is per : ?cor:d 

- W . 

. ' 
of ,1_0 

The electrodes ;-,.-? So :- _::-' ?` 
IL 

"a: J:._ 
. .n :1 

break of the j C=2tt-ty coil lc..-_ _ 
e..t l_ ' : -s c.cilr' * 

dir-ection went through the -:nrV:I. The e1_'ct'_o,'e 

wires ,;el'C? kept as l-_ea7ly as l; Ds-i'u 1- all ,>:._, 

.i'.;ì1 each other, and Wel not twists d. This -.:as 

fognd to Je a vital precaution. By a combination of 

two Pohl commutators without the cross-wires it gas 

possible to send a stinulust.hrough any one of the 

three . pairs of electrodes at .;ill. Thy ,e was a 

sinple key in the primary circuit, and a short cir- 

cuiting key in the secondary circuit. 

The above description applies to the apparatus 

as used by me in Edinburgh. Th-, apparatus I had in 

o`, t in` en for eyarnple did not include a Kroneckoxr 

coil; and dally minor points tending to greater 

accuracy rare not taken into considerat_ien in Gernany 



III. 62.1 

Seceion 0. ¡`j.odensl{yt - , ,fect by Cooling. 

On now cooling a _ :ortion of the :riddle of the 

nerve by lowering it into the cold chamber it was 

found that when the temperature sank below 000 tetan- 1 

: isation of the central end at a rate of about 100 

pe_ second gave the phenomena which 91hdensky had de- 

:scribed under the title of paradoFical conduction 
ß:r1 ßt1 GVao 

of nerve ", and which Frbï:lich had 4igtookiD, due to 

fatigue. When the teeorature had become constant 

and stood at aay, - 2 °C, the secondary coil was 

iaoed at just such a distance from the primary that 

no contraction of the muscle followed on tetanisation. 

On moving it 1 cm. nearer to the primary A weak tetan- 

:us followed stienilation, on moving it another lee'. 

nearer the tetanus was stronger; and t..its it wont on 

until the totani attained a reacimurn. They then bob an 

to fall off in height as the secondary coil was brought 

still nearer, curves like FrBhliohts "fatigue" curves 

(see illustration facing p. 4e) began to appear, and 

fin_,l ly with strong tetanisation single twitches were 

got. (. cg 
) 

That te_is condition was eet due to ." atigue of 

the muscle was shoen by the simple device of reversing 

the direction in which the s eeen' ary coil was moved. 

Instead of bringing it nearer to, it was now moved 

fa_ then away from the pr imn y coil, and the same 

musoular effects were repeated in the reverse direct- 

:ion. The tetani began, gradually to climb up as the 
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III.C. \Vedersky's Effect by Cooling. 63.' 
1 

intensity of the stimulation decreased, until a may- 
1 

: plum was reached; they then fell away in height and 

ultimately with weak tetanisation disappeared. (See 

At the same time as this phenomenon was 

'resent )eri heral stimulation of the nerve with a 

t__ird pair of electrodes quite close to the muscle 

s'ie ed full to tan with all moderate and strong 

i= nsiti es . 

Ti_- co_ l'es; ondenoc with the condition deaeribed 

\'Toder_sky as resulting from anaesthesia, and the 

si filar condition described by Fri.lich as resulting 

from asphyxia, was see,' to be more complete :'hen one 

vaiie : the Fate of stimulation keeping the tenperatur 

s',ill constant. On stipulating at a slow rate full 

tetanus occurred even with the strongest intensity; 

stimulation with very high rate produced the 

paradoxical condition° even "lore distinctly in that 

sing Le twitches were of with t etanisatio . a'. even 

moderate intensities. These single twitches, or as 

Hoffman . __asiza::zed then( "initial tetani (Anfangs- 

:tetanus) , correspon.ì .d i'. height to single maximal 

twitches of the muscle evoked by one break shock. 

7:-n,-.11y if the temperature wei'CAraisee('1, say, to +loC4 

the condition passed away ,'_r highest .ate of 

stimulation at my disposal. If The ',eatpera'.ure were 

still further lowered the "paradoxical condition" was , 

-.,)re easily c;licita:l-. 

From all this one concluded that:- 



(1) 

Previous History of :ive. 64. 

So far as the response to is 
ofve.,Ot 

concerned -old has the sa effect on nerve as 

asphyxia or narcosis.44i0. A low topnrature 

:ponds to a deep de:ree of narcosis or asphyxia as tha 

caso Ti ty se; high temporature corresonds to a 

lihter asphyxia or ,a-rcosis. 

(-). For eamin'n the condition that. Wedenaky 

3alled paradoxical ohction,coo1in of the nerve 

is a moro satisfactory method thar eithor narcosis 
c.44,14,44 stiotAcsn.:), it av,4,0 Ards,/ 1,44 4. I, 3.4- 

or asphyxia, in that theA physical con'I tio o th.7. 

no-ve during an experiplent can more readily be kept 

constant. 

Ars: /tv /4,4 

Section D. The Previous History of the Nerve. 

The results described in lastsection I got in 

Gorany in February 1903. On repoatin:7 t]In experi- 

:zlents in Edinburgh in Nov2mber, 1905, I faitod e:.- 

:tirely to she the same effect. I had 1).;u. `11- 

expecting to get the effect without any difficulty. 

It was found that no matter how low one reduced tii.e 

temperature of the nerve, the tetani ept for 

all strong stimulations. 

Remembering that Fr&-lich had got the effec', in 

the most pronounced form when the conductivity as 

tested by single minimal twitches was illst or LL2 

1 point of disappearing, I coold the nerve graduall:, 

testi eYeitr,bility and coC-e»-ivity at each success- 



:ivo Eycitability 7ell conduc!- 

:ivity h.--! constant, but before conductivity dis- 

:appeared th: =Vr? al-ays froze and !lit =1 to the 

occurred ,o 71e that the rate of stimulation 

= 'sin; ;-:erhas slo. The highest Pate 

I could :et with the Kpo,lecker spins was 192 

per second. tle,-nsteints acousic interpuptor, 

: -avim rate of 256 vlfrations pot' second 

accordingly inter,osed in the i-!rimaPy circuit, and 

ver._ with this rate the condition Pefused to appear. 

It was still possible that owiri to the ;!roduction o!" 

7:avos on thn surface of the mercury contact in the 

Bornstein apparatus, the vibrating point did not make 

contact in a regular fashion. The intert-uptor was 

accordingly removed from the table on which the rest 

of the apparatus stood, and On the ;;'.012 edge 

of a window where it -ouTd less affoctr'd by acoid- 

:ental vibrations. This precaution proeved as in- 

effectual as any other. 

Still looking for an error in the physical 

apparatus, I removed the tron core from an inductoriurij 

so as to abolish mac,netic hystepesis, and .iake tho 

i;rowth and decline of the current in both primary and 

secondary coils 12ore abrupt, while to compeusate for 

the loss of the core a current of Lu.eater intensity 

7 VAll :7!'ti_17H tr_.' Let the effect. 

The greater the length of nerve affected by 
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'37SiS 0= aJp_1',''ia `._ ' .or- readily is the conduct- 

: ivity brought to the poi_;. of Asa' ,ara:-ce. Plag- 

. ining that the ch -lb3r was too narrow, 

T i1.:d a larger o=-1:' constructed, aT-., 'a: .. the 

I could get for the e,periments : all of no 

avail. 

Finally I a;>pa` down and : .,,.s 

built it up afresh. The fa igde ef_r'ect still re- 

absent. 

It then s =e1:1.?d t_. -t, the .ost probable cause of 

`ììe anomaly must lie in the conditio-- of the nerve 

itself. In - err.my I had *_ot the result with both 

rana tem oraria and rana esculenta, so tat it did 

not depend on a "sp ecif is ° dif 'er Zce in the frogs. 

I! 
Seing that I was looking for a fatigue effect, and 

::.lowing as I did that the nerves of summer frogs are 

Less tolerant of exposure etc. than the new Is of 

,Tinter frogs, (conf. too, 19 - 21) , hile Fr'ili- 

:lied had fo'.rnd (s -- pago 24) that cooled nerve takes 

a much longer time to asphyxiate than su--ir-:er nerve, 

I that fatigue ++-` be more readily got in 

war' -'e4 than in cooled f.os. A ,itch of frogs vas 

acco Jingly kept in the room for some days at a torr- i 

I 

:perature of about 12 °C, sor.:e of `-_e were even warmed¡ 

up till tetanic convl.ilsiöns ap eared, and even then 

their nerves -ave t:''., sae- '1?'7.ìtive r,esult. 
` ji,,.,7 Ai t... 

Professor SehAfer sug e, t>>d that as I had got 

û4rraany Fo.L):°ua.-- during the cold 
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III.E. Previous History of .ieiv'e. 67: 

i'ie of the year, I show ',y ti.e effect of coolir 
':J 

the frog.s on ice before usinL; their , - v es t// On 

a!'opti :r- this plan to . ?y migimplek satisfaction I ,?ot the 

paradoxical effect at once. if :ot only so, but it 

soon became plain that the one condition that requires 

to satisfied in order that the rledel s ky effect feat 

should be easily liait'd by local cooling is that 

the nerve should be taken from an animal that has 

been well cooled beforehand. Thereafter I always 

kept the frogs fro some time previous to an exportriontJ 

on ice, and nover failed to get the desired effect. 
nerves of frogs taken from time to tine directly 

from the ranarium, so as to serve as conrols, never 

gave the effect unless the 'leather happened for some 

time previously to be unduly cold. Again,if a frog 

; ich had been cooled on ice for some tino was exposed) 

even for half-an-hour to <a te'lperaturo of fron 200 to 

3000 just before dissection of the nerve the effect 

was found not to be present. 

Section E. Tho--17e.densky LifQe-t.-ulease-a.i4e4,11 

a.-nined. 

Now that one could reckon with certainty on 

obtaining the effect, it Was possible to exa:line the 

c -ndition more accurately than had before been poss- 

:ible; for, as said before, the temperature of the 

ì4Wnced piece of nerve can be kept rigidly constant, 



III.F. Hight of Mu$cl-' Contraction. --.-_ 
68. \ 

-:rhil the corresponding factor in Wederìsky's and Fr&i- 

:lick's experiments, viz., the de:7rec of anaesthesia oo 

of asphyxia, constantly varied. For the sake of 

o .oarness we shall take up the various alterations in 

the -- Muscle response in the order in which Wave risky 

desct °iced 

(l) The Height of :: use l e Contraction as Influenced 

_Jr the Temperature of the nerve. 

As we saw (p.]-) , the first observation of 

Vledensky on the reaction of the muscle to anaesthesia 

of the nerve, cas that the tetanic contractions were 

not so full and complete as before anaesthesia. In 

his experiments he had to exclude tige possibility of 

this being a mere fatigue effect in the muscle itself. 

In my experiments there was the additional possibility 

that the temperature of the muscle might vary along 

-.ith the variation in the temperature of the nerve. 

To avoid this contingency the lauscle was fixed in a 

snail bath of Ringer's solution at room temperature, 

and the solution frequently replenished with ffesh 

fluid at a con temperature. A few observations 

w:th thermomy2 plan -d in the bath sufficed to 

s _ew that with t,.ese precautions the muscle did not 

va ey in to rperature -pore than 1 °C. Such a variation 

is negligible, and besides, the alterations in the 

` enp erature of the muscle did not correspond with 

there in the temperature of the nerve. 

On now cooling a portion of the nerve it was 
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III.E. Height of Muscle Contraction. 69 . 

found that the muscle responses to central tctanisa- 

: tion of the nerve were less pronounced than before, 

in that the tetanus cury ,s were lower. At first 

this change ,-ras not so marked, but when the temp erat- 

:ure of the cooled piece of nerve fell to a definite 

point which varied for different preparations each 

succeeding change of 1° in the temperature of the 

nerve was denoted by a distinct falling off in the 

masd_rmill height of the muscle tetanus; and, generally 

speaking, the bier the t empera tune of the nerve the 

more marked was the drop in the height of the muscle 

contraction corresponding to a drop of 1 °C. in the 

temperature of the nerve. 
c Q lizikAsioAawl 

a., r,a.... f 0,k4.110.4 

L. -v and $^show this chan -;e, in its final 

stage at least, very plainly. In ri cry ;e see, (j) 

the general height of the totar:i got with varying; 

tensities of stimulation at . room temperature; (i.9.) 

the drop in the height of the tetani when the nev 

was cooled to -1 °; (_iii) the return to the primitive 

height when the nerve was quickly raised out of the 

cold chamber again, thus proving that the effect is 

not one of fatigue of the muscle. 

Cab - (tracinns i a--d it i_) shows the relative-, 

:ly large drop in height of tetanus corresponding to a 

'rop of half a degree in the temperature of the nerve, 

when the latter is already much cooled. A -Mop of 

another half degree suffices to abolish the muscle 

response entirely (tracing iv) , while the height returns 
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--tore or less to normal on simply raising the nerve 

out of the chamber and waiti 7 f0'_' a^inute or two 

till it shall hav attair_ec, approximately the te:.- 

Y 
oz-,'ature of the 200M. (t_'acZn` V) . 

_?y previous periments ;i _ -parations 

from non -cooled frogs had taught :e not to look 

for such a marked diminution i': the height of th0 

muscle tetani on cooling of the nerve; and, as a 

-.latter of fact this :narked response of the height 

of the muscle contractions to alterations in te:n- 

:perature of the nerve goes hand in :_and with the 

readiness with -:diich the Wedonsky effect is got 

by cooling. In other words the excitatory process 

in the nerves of non -cooled frogs does not undergo 

such a diminution in magnitude by traversing a 

locally cooled portion, as it does in the nerves 

of frogs that have been previously cooled. 

In Chart 5 we tracings taken from a 

preparation that had not been so well prepared by 

previous cooling of the frog as the preparation 

that served to give the tracings of charts 3 c5c 4. 

Here, as we see, the Wedensky effect is just elicit{- 

:able with the highest rate of stimulation used in 

any of my experiments (256 per second) . The 

nerve was cooled to the point of freezing, and the 

contractions are nevertheless only slightly lower 

that those previously obtained at room temperature. 

In this care, it mast admitted, the ,;arm bath 



Incomplete Tetani. 

was not used, and further, the rate of stimulation 

71. 

i 

; does not correspond to that used in the eyp -1'iTlents 
of which charts J& 4 are records, but nevertheless 

1 the general fact is plain; a7_:), the same kind of 

thing has occurred in my experiments too often, and 

under too many varying conditions to admit of any 

doubt as to its constancy. 

(2) . Incomplete Tetani with Strong Stirrul.ation. 

next observation, if we remember, 

was that when the anaesthesia had advanced to a 

certain stage the muscle contractions got with strong 

tetanisation we less complete than those got rith 

weaker stimulation and more resembled those obtained 

with submaxinal tetanisation. A reference to 

4 Will show the justice of this remark. In 

first series of t rac in ,s Mewl, there, the gradual 

rise of the tetani `o a ;,a..i-iun1 ar'd their subsequent 

falling off in height as ti_- str2,_gt'h of stimulation 
Am4b 

is increased, is 446106416w4iwr sl,e.rn. A* A -nrrther 

fact, not mentioned by W.e,d?Y_s1;j' , is also indicated, 

viz, t ::;t the tendency of the teetani to climb is 

'.lore or less abo :Lii1h d, a' d a has rather set 

in in the opposite direction. The tendency of the 

curves is nog-, 
Le decline rati th'In t , _'is" in 

height, and this decline ay b- i retty regular as is 

indicated i' th Pirs *. cury . . arked 19 in the Chart. 
rt/ From such curves alone it ,:ilrlìt 41* , :Lari si,442+, p. au ntp ..t nj i Ahe.: w 

s:.3';, of l'eas onifal ^ue'' t:. :a tÌ:'? nerve 404 
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fatigued, for the outside cpn:.itions aro 7)ractically 

unchanged. Tho muqclo is prestr'la.-)ly as ai 'lo to ro 

:spond to stimulation v7)r; tho to:Toraturo of 

the nerve id tho the stimuli that cono from 

the electrical apaat.ìs -ot vary.tItthe,o7eita- 

:ion;in the n-rve in tr_versin- 'he coolol region 
Am-04 4. , o- (a. e if r- 

r,-,o a °hang- 

-4-1-11-dn'grrr"'" 
-1r 

2.(lopisa.= tho lat,o.L, a.l.t, ..loro pro_able, 

hypothesis, this char j ir dore-fl can Ho and (1:ue to 

the passage of similar excitations iTIodiatoly bofor 

Such a process of reasoning is only possible whon 

one keeps the influenced portion of the n.,!rvn uner 
-7 

cons tant co nditi ons: (JI 

be granted that all the incoriplo' 

totani got with stronz, stirlulatton do not show this 

2,;ular decline, and it is introsting in this rej,ard' 

to refer to some of WodotIsky's own cIrvos which do 

not so plainly conform to the decUrilng type. 
Ms, 

Nevertheless the very irregularity of iii**totani got 

in this nanner.is in itsolf a ,4440.4 phonon- 
Calr,04" CL, t-á i 40EA orwa41.1+ ", 4.rha.v ivwc/ (. """ 

:7;n0n, ffr5.) =77-07777M6.:". "7("? hi1. roturn4hon 

refined aethods W7 '.":1" nil '" to show a per- 

A 
:foctly rojular valun of succo, 

....._....-....------r------------ 
,1-2. 

:ing excitations. (See p. 

\ 

) 

Tetanus" (Hoff:alarm.) 

These incomplete totani from strong stimulation 

gave way, as Wedensky found, on further anaos',hesia 

to single twitches. It was reserved for FAhlich 
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! to point out --- & I have confirmed the fact again 
i ` 

and again -- that the g ht of these single twitchß 

corresonds to t:-.e of a single maximal twitch 
1 

i of the muscle; as if only the first member of a 

series of e7cit arions had succeeded in er_Ier:,i'ng from 

the af_e^ted part of the nerve with a strength suff- 

:icient to On 'maximal, ;chile the succeeding ones 

all drop below -'i?!i' :a' ' :_ S J : 

at all. 
Such initia!_ ?1 in any of 

Iitq,Gt.ro L. 
the Chc. t i" i 1. In 2-, their presence is 

complicated by the appearance of another phenoeenon, 

the initial xritch, or "Anfangszuckung" of Bernstein 
(63). 

These initial t itches occasionally occur on 

weak tétanisation and the apparently arbitrary way 

in .hieh they do occur le to a lively dispute be- 

:t-en Kronecker and Stirling(64) on the one hand 

and ernsteiu(65) O n t:. Oti'. The latter had 

found them present when the . .te of stimu3.ation began 

to be as high as 260 f- i :4 _l y 10C) per second, the 

former two physiologists had ' :) -en unable to observe 

then and denied, their existence apart from physical 

errors in the apparatus. Their presence is indic- 

ated in a number of the charts in my possession but 
gi' 

in none so plainly as in -i.e,1*-1, where `,heir ui.vary- 

:ing height suggests s ;echanical cause fon their 

production in this special instance. rereral'-y hc:- 
:ever, these irit ial t 'itch,s va 'y i' -' height with 
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varying distance of s ;;GT-.dary from primary coil, as 

she;n in figure, $, o f the o pesi`.e page, ' ;there for 

some reason or other they have suddenly begun to 

appear, whereas in ger and Er, Arecords taken a few 

minutes previously fro_ i the same preparation, thy 

do not occur. 
the 

To return however t e tan_i , their 

exist _ that the 
_ uMdµ, t "sow.,, ce.:4 n.. 

Te ' ensk, n? ect^ is 'idly esta., fished, -01,1, generally 

speaking, the better the Wedensky effect is estab- 

:lishod, the weaker the tétanisation, or, what 

amounts to the same thing, the lo, the rat- of 

stimulation required to produce a- initial tetanus. 

Thus in Charts ö and 7 we find a series of curves 

taken from the same pr -pai ation at d fferent 

temperatures; of these curves those to .;o p -z,ently 

enumerated have all b- nn recorded with the sale 

rate of stimulation (112 per second) . No. ô s::ews 

that with the nerve at a temperature of 0 °C the 

initial tetanus has not yet appeared, though `.ho 

strength of stimulation is 1000 units. In :;o. 7 

taken at -1 °C, the initial tetanus is present some - 

:iiere bet-Teen 500 and 1000; in ITo. 8, taken at 

-1*5 °, the initi .l tetanus is definitely present at 

600, if not before; in o. 9, at -2 °C, the!'e is an 

initial tetanus at 500. In :To. 11, we see the 

hei4ht of single :ma:dmal twitches from break shocks 

at varying intensities, and they oorrespond to the 
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height of the initial tetani in ï :o. 9. No. 10, 

taken --rith a much loe. r>lte of stimulation shows 

that even at the 10v: temp rature of -2 °, the Weden- 

: sky effect for that rate is not esta' ::list ed and 

the aro no initial tetani. ...., _r 

The presence Of an initial tetanus, then, 

shows that for the given conditions the Wedensky 

effect is thoroughly established, and its position 

in a series of curves taken with regularly incroas- 

: ing intensities is artesicit-ratimis index's& to the 

degr-- in which the effect is present. 

;) t ; the t osition of the initial tetan 

:us in such a series of curves varies with differen 

nerves though the other conditions remain the same, 

it night be expected that conditions 

some nerve- muscle preparations might she:; nothing 

but initial tetani for all intensities of stimulat- 

ion; and this, indeed, is the c .se. In fir'ure 

*e see a series which is just on the point of 

becoming entirely initial totani. This record was 

taken with the highest rate of stimulation used by 

ne, viz. 256 per second, and at a temperature of 
Pea i 'Sr p.if" 

r).6°. Again in figure we s 4e in the lower 

line a series of initial tetani Lot with a rate of 

214 per second and at a temperature of -2°; while 

in upper line, t aten a few minutes later a', a 

te:.,i)erature of +1° to +1'5° the normal kind of 

tetanus has returnee? a :;ain. Thus under 

A i..t 

i 
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conditions it is possible for the Wedensky effect 

to be rn¡iresentet` Purel' ..1. .,te. !. 

qe.e:ît.l_r'Ì.. 

iappens to such a series Of initial tetani when, 

say, the temperature is still lowered, or the rate 

of stimulation increased, or, in short, the con- 

: ditions further modified in such a direction as we 

know already to facilitate the appearance of the 

Wedensky effect? The answer to this question we 

s. a .lemos,: 

)- 

(4). Rate of Stimulation. 

It will already have beeo;-:: i x43ry clear 
airy 

that the rate of stimulation is w`¡wee4; important 

fector in the establishment of the Wedensky effect. 

The effect is invariably better obtained when the 

rate is high than when it is low. We have already 

seen an instance of this in Chart 7, when the 

Wedensky effect, easily elicitable at a rate of 112 

per second, disappears when the rate is changed to 

30 per second. Chart 8 spews the sale thing; in 

the upper line wo see a series of complete tetani 

taken at a rate of 106 per second, in the lower line 

taken at 160 per second the Wedensky effect is fully 

pr ent; the temperature all had. remained 

at 1 °C. 

[In the upper tracing in chart 8 we see evident 

of .. phenomenon which was \Teey often observed. 
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When a preparation was just she wing signs of the 

proximity of the Wedensky effect, in that the tetani 

following stimulation at high intensities, (800 - 

2000 units) began to fall off slightly fron the 

I height of the preceding tetani, stimulation at a 

still higher intensity brought the tetani back to 

their full height. In the present ch a -t the 

tetanus at 4000 is higher than that at 2000. This 

is due to a physical cause, viz. that the electrical 

excitation skips over a portion of the cooled part 

of the nerve and directly excites it at a distance 

from the point of application of t1,e electrocios . 

For this the physiological continuity of the nerve 

is not ne essary, as may b- shown by nipping the 

nerve across with forceps close up to the central 

edge of the cooled part. Strong electrical exalt- 

: ation of the uninjured central end then still suf- 

fices to cause contractions of the muscle. This 

physical escape of the current, or "Stromschleifen" 

as the 'Germans call it, is a prominent source of 

error in : orki_ng with high intensities of s timulatiox 

and for this reason in most of my experiments I did 

not use stimuli of more than 2000 units. 

In Chart 9, again, we see the effect of a more 

varied series of rates of stimulation- In the lower 

l ir.-, where the temperature is kept constant through - 

:o::., (the lowness of tüe indicated te: perature, -441 

0, is probably due to touchin : of the sid.o of the 
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._. _:-__ 
7roove by the bulb of the er:::me` er) , the series 

i and 2 were taken at a rate of 188 per second, 

3 and 4 at a rate of 214 per se ond, 5 at 102, G at 

188 again, and 7 once more at 102. 

In experiments with ar interruptor that con- 

:sists of a vibrating steel spring, it is naturally 

difficult to obtain a graduatadseries of curves she- 

: ing the effect of different rates of vibration, 

such as is possible in the case of different inten- 

:sities of stipulation, the rate being meantime kept 

constant. The charts, shown, however, are suffie.;- 

:ient to indicate the general effect of varying the 

fate of stimulation, and the result is exactly the 

same as can be produced by varying the intensity. 

High rate corres,,onds to high intensity in its influ- 

: ence on the tetani 01' a Wedensky effect. 

(5) . The Length of Nerve Cooled. 

A still greater difficulty is present when we 

try to vary the length of the cooled part of the 

nerve. In the absence of a special piece of appar- 

atus with more than one compartment for fluid at 

different temperatures, the only method is to first 

of all observe the condition of the Wedensky effect 

in one definite preparation with given low temper- 

ature, and given rate of s tilul ay i one and then at 

once repeat the observations when a chamber of 

different size has been adapted to the pipo through 

:rich the cold fluid comes. I had three chambers 

} 
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f different -:.kith, 1 inch, á inch and inch re- 
:Spec`iv?ly. I often observed that when tile Wedo - 
:sky effect was only -,rith difficulty elicitable by 

the use of the inch chamber, er, that on using the 

1aì' est sized chamber it became fully present. 
represents an experiment e.ar- 

:rigid out to shev, the dependence of the Wedensky 

effect on the length of nerve cooled. In the lower 
tf& ', tu1L- 

line of eizz:z4=1;:e. we see that with one inch of the 

nerve cooled to -1'7o an ini`ia1 tetanus is first 
got at an intensity of 600. 'or accuracy this 
observation was repeated twice. In thn upper line 

a series of ; etani at _1 constant intensity of 1000 

are inscribed at varying te-iperatures . Although 

the the -1ometer in this case, from irsurficient 
adaption to the coldest part of the groove, probably 

reejs tered hi`h!?l' teri1 r ature than 1-,i:7 ectnel ter - 
:perature of the coldest part of the nerve, yet we 

see that at a temperature of -3oC, almost col'ple`.e 

tetanus follows stimulation at 1000. Only .'hon the 
t reeperature falls to -3 2 are there imdi.c:;tions that 
-. tredensky effect is or he point of aj,p,earieg. 

79. 
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__ 

o cool- (1, 

-271,u/ 

:shy -!-)nC,1t1,_-!n to as a ay n-ve to re'.urn 

! by s:,-.;s-i.17. 7-;:t COO* " ' '10!.'") 

g an..1 as 

( 7D. 6) ,ffct once 

to about its primitive extent at tonp ':.-,t 'e of 

4./ 

(u). Spontaneous Disappoaranc of th Conductivity. 

Ah :e saw on page 41, 7r8hlich fo=C that in 

ts o of anaos and asphyxia that the Woden- 

:sky is bet got when the conductivity, as 

t s t od by the method of -:11.!limal twitches, is just 

about to disappear. So mich stress did he lay on 

thn i:Aportance of the *Isappearance of the conduct- 

:ivitytnot only as injicating a definite stage in 

the anaesthesia, but as an index to the near pres- 

:once of the Wedensky effect, that when I first be- 

:Jan to experiment I exa:Iined the cooled nerve as 

:tuch for disappearanee of the conductivity as for 

\ appe2ance of the Wedensky effect. So closely did 

I think the two thins relate:: to each other that 

who!-1 I faile,) to the Wedensky effect, I was led 

of'f into a research extending ove;' a month and a 

half, on the relation of conductivity and excitabil- 

ity tc: cooling of the nerm I wished especially 

to deter: .line if by any ohance the conductivity does 

d13 siLiply by coolin;:, an to fore freezing of 
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the s 7)i` in. ' entirly to observe 

suela a ..n,I`,i o'_. 

ho. . t On Ci?:ic'0,,n:i. 1_J"'7je ', preparo ...? 

so as to eI"ici'., -=_'c',, it ..s 

in;?rs ti -" to see if ':,h:) Cn11lJ '.1 

:aade to dis al'L e::_ at .. . 1 eratur Î a.)ov :,i1,3 f i'c'.ez- 

:ing point of the nerve Tn 'i Suita:'iy cooled p.. e- 

paration this may be easily done as s 2o?' 

exaiple, in chart 4, tracing iv. lier at a Le p. r... 

: atui'e of -2 °C the conductivity is abolished, al.- 

:though the nerve has not L ecome frozen. When the 

nerve freezes the muscle iS Seizocl witi: convulsive 

tviitchings , and it is quite easy by constant obs e1va- 

: tion of the preparation to be sure that the nerve 

has not yet reached the freezing point. Si' filar 
ins t a ?_ces of the spontaneous disappearance of the 

conductivity I have often observed, and always in 

those cases in which the Vre :lensky condition at a re- 

:Ttively high temperature, say -1 °C is well estab- 

lished. 

Section F :- Temperature Relations of the ilerve. 

In_ all previous investigations on nerve at 
has been made 

Jifferent temperatures the tacit assumption ̂that any 

ffect brought about by alteration of the temperat- 

ure of :A nerve is reversible. For instance, if a 

nery taken at, say, 10 °C, then raised to 140, 
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and once moro back to 10°, it is take:_ fo- 

-ranted that 7_erve is or_c".. 
...ior 

ì:. the sane 

condition physiologically as it was at the start. ,, 

,1 
. 

As we shall see in this section, there is a'.,unc.ant 

reas on to believe that such a process as the above 

is :eot reversible, and'. that the nerve in its final 

condition is different from .,_:at it was at thP, be- 

:ginning. 

(1) . Different Degrees of the "Cooled" State. 

From the results brought out in last section it 

::lust have become clearly evident that to obtain the 

Wedensky effect by means of low temperature, the 

cooling must be a kind of double process. First 

of all the animal must be cooled, and thereafter 

the dissected nerve partially cooled. T 
t has also 

become apparent that even then, under exactly simil.- 

: ar physical conditions, the e :tent to -hhick the 

effect can be elicited varies with different nerves. 

"Tow, I have invariably found that in proportion as 

the previous cooling of the frogs was tbalcough and 

prolonged, so was the rledensky effect pro :pounced. 

A reference to Charts 3, 4 and 5 will shew 

what is meant. The animal from which the first to 

o-' these charts was got had been kept for three 

weeks at a temperature of 0 °C; the frog correspond- 

:ins to chart 5 was kept only for three days at the 

temperature. The 1?edensk;j effect in the form- a 

case is well established, in the latter case 
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under eve': b otter physical conditions it is hardly 

present. The longest period that I have kept a frog 

on ice was 5 successive :seeks; in no case did I get 

the Wedensky effect ,"rat a. such a lo,., rate of stirmula- 

:lion as in the preparation from this frog. Not onl 

so, but I have found that in a batch of frogs kept 

for the same considerable length of time at 0 °C, gave 

7)ffects of very nearly the same degree. During the 

process of cooling of the frogs slow changes are es- 

: tablished in their nerves, whereby the Wedensky ensky 

effect is more and more easily elicited by a subse- 

:quent partial cooling of `,heir nerves. 

Again_ if we compare Chart 4 with the upper lino 

in Chart 10, or :i`,h tracing 4 in chart 11,we see 

that the records are practically similar. That is 

to say a preparation in which the conditions, apart 

from previous cooling, are as favourable for the pro- 

: duction of the effect as one can make them, corres- 

ponds in its reactions with v'other in which the 

physical conditions are not nearly so favourable. 

This, taken with general known facts regarding nerve, 

leads us to conclude that previous cooling alters the 

Iproperti ms of a nerve only in degree and not in kind. 

7ere the physical conditions still more favourable, 

i`. is probable that the Wedensky effect might be elio- 

:ited in any nerve by simple local cooling, without 

pr-.vius treatment of the frog. 

The physical condition which, theoretically at 
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any rate, allows of the greatest ,.ange of modifica-1 

:tion is the rate of stimulation. The length of 

:rv, t_-lat one can cool is limited, the 

of temperature to ,,.:ic-__ one car bring the nerve is . 

defined by the freezin point, while as we have 

seen there a e experimental limits to L h? strength 

of stimulus that one , ay use. If the rate of 

stimulation could be raised ad libitu- it is poss- 

:irle that the ;'Teder_sk,y effect °.:i_ht be obtained 

from 1ny f:'o`, nerve- muscle preparation, simply by 

cooling the nerve. 

(2) . Change undergone by Nerve on Keeping. 

I liad not e7peri lent e long, with cooled pr e- 

;rations until I began to notice that the prepara- 

:-lion from one sido of a cooled frog would give the 

rlejensky, effect perfectly in the morning, while the 

s _inter -pre aration, which had meant ile been kept 

lying, in Ringer's solution in a beaker in the room, 

fail to give the effect in the aft lrnoon. 

This I observed on quit a rrimber of occasions. 

fat was so 1-Larked that it was difficult to be- 

l.i eve that in each case the leg used by mn in the 

morning had happened to be bett,r cooled during tho 

life of the animal than the leg which I used in the 

If we cor_:p.tr.a Chat with Chart 12 we shall 

:hat is meant. In Chart 5, the record of the 

"e-= preparation, the Viedensky effect is present at 
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-2'5°C. In Chart the reco_. of -h- opposite 

kept" le, there is no trace of the effect -:he rl 

t=perature is at least as 10w as . 

Br 

t 13 is co-mincing. It is '1 

from the opposite limb to that which 

:1n-> 1. Charts 10 ad 11. As 're have sel- in 

' « yo 'he Wes'ensky effect was 

fully present 7hen on, inch of the nerve was cooled. 

Chl nreparation had been kept 

ov- 'Ll_ht, si,ilar conditions, has 

alzost pass-d away. 

oolparison o2 Charts 14 and 15 shews the 

sa-, thing. The tra3ing in C art 14 tak-- from a 

f that had been steeped only half-an-hour, shows, 

with a rate of 192 per flecond, the Wedensky effect. 

Th- in Chat.", 15, takeN from th, Opposite 

1-7 four hours steping, shews aLaost no Wed- 

: -f"-3t, a' Cl sinila- rate of stimulation, 

,v thou;;h the temp-nature has been io., to the 

f point of th- Lervfl. 

in th- 'e inS 

i.Lrin that 'he "k-Tt" prepa ion 

he sa-- 3on'ition to iri «i 4* 

prr-tion which was use: fresh, i 

to test the effect of on one and the sane 

preparation. Charts 1 '7 h or: th. «su1. of 

7priment. The sa.'.e preparation that gave 

'Thdensky effect so w-11. see in 7hr-c-2133 and 4, 
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afte2 f.34 h7-123 i. Ringer, only an 

inioation of the sa--1 effect, and that -hen th- 

teiper.ature is 1:1'31:1;;Lt Y:.) th- of the 

There is n-.) need to -2u1tiPly ill_usteations. 

7 :-1V- !'071:1,1_ sa:-E, thing and again, and 

have -102.-- than a dozen charts i::iiiy possession Lill 

of -:hich 

is a change takin6 place ia a dIB- 

:sectod :_rve in a direction exactly opposite to 

that which i undergoes inside the body during the 

process of cooling. :Tot on so, but it takes 

o 
many days, of cooling of the animal t establish the 

Tedensky effect in high degree, the whole thing 

pawns off after a few 1;_ou_es steeping in Ringer. 

(3). Is the change undergone on Keeping a Rvers- 

:ible one? 

The next questiol, Does this change, 

un.:,e2gone by the nerve on keeping, depend or the 

te-Iperature at W11131-, the ,-.-)2V.-; is kept? Smíirg 

that the one change the change undergone on 

cooling of the takes place with lov terl- 

atur,, might not the same effect be brought 

about by simply cooling a nerve outside the body? 

In order to decide this point, a preparation 

taken which, aft-e lying in Ringer for 93n0 ti O 

a room temperature, just she'.ied the effect and no 

chart 18, lo er line). After the record 
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was taken the prep: rati er was at once removed and put 

into Ringer at 0 °C, where it was kept for 24 hours. 

On now being tested it shewnC, that the Wedensky eff- 

: ect had, if anything still further passed away (same 

chart, upper line) . nce there is no reversibility 

at least within a shoot period' of time. 

still better illustration is afforded by 

Charts 19, 20 and 21. The preparation of which 

these charts are records had been kept for 4-5 hours 

after dissection continuously at a temperature of 0 °C 

On examination (see the charts) the Wedensky effect 

was found not to be present even when the temperature 

was lowered actually to the freezing, point. On the 

other hand the freshly used sister-preparation gave 

the Wedensky effect quite well at a higher temperat- 

ure. (See Chart , tracing 5). 

These instances are however not entirely con- 

The example that 44444 best pr.ovesthe point 

can be seen in charts and In Chart finiti 

t of ani and nothing else are got at a rate of 30 stirn- 

:ulations per second - an extre :e degree of the 

cooled condition. After the same preparation had 

been kept 92 hours in Ringer at 0°C full tetani are 

got at a rate of 128 per second (Chart ). That 

is to say, the change is not merely non -reversible 

outsiCe the body, but actually goes ahead in spite of 

the preparation being kept at 0 °C. At the same time 

the frog from which this preparation had been taken 
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was never cooled below 0 °C. 

(4) . Does Temperature affect t'_,_e Rate of the Chan 

Failing reversibility by low to perature, it 

now renains to enquire if the change which a cooled 

nerve undergoes extra corpus can be delayed by low 

temperature. To settle this question I took two 

preparations fro=-: the same cooled frog and kept them 

for four hours, one at 0 °C., the other at room tem- 

:perature (11 °). At the end of that time I tested 

first the preparation kept at room temperature, and 

found the 'Tedensky effect al:zost gone. In the othn 

preparation tested immediately afterwards, the offer 

was still present in marked degree. This direct 

experiment confirmed what I harï already strongly 

suspected from the different behaviour of preparat- 

: ionsthat had been kept at room temperature as com- 

pared with those kept at a to , temperature. We 

consequently conclude that the change which a cooled 

nerve undergoes extra corpus, takes place at a more 

rapid rate with high than with lo-;: temperature. 

To this process of return from the cooled con- 

dition there must however be a limit. We cannot 

su ,cos e that in a nerve r t away from its supply of 

nutriment a change should continuously go on, where- 

:by the tissue reacts in what would seen a more 

efficient fashion than before. This only emphasis- 

:es the necessity of carrying out theme rrf.prionts 

with much higher rates of vibration than I have been 
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ale to do 'nears of th' _-?r,,;1T':'-.^..ontact interruptor: 

(5) . The rar-Reaehin:; Nature of the l'7e:.er.st;y Test 

for Nerve. 

We are now in a position to appreciate the im- 

:portance of the Wec.<<elîsti;y test in the physiology of 

Part of its value lies in the fact that it 

'supplies a means - hitherto wanting - of measuring 
'fine gradations of difference i:^ the reactions of 

nerve. 

By the application of this standard we have dis- 

: covered that the influence of teal erafiure on nerve 

is more fundamental and withal more eolple`x than has 

hitherto been suf 1)oSeC:. :lo`, only do different nerves 

vary considerably aceordinT, to the previous history 

as regards temperature, of the animal from which they 

are taken (a fact already well established); but, 

after dissection special changes slowly go o,: in any 

f7iven nerve, over the rate of which temperature has a 

decided influence (a neri fact) ; finally, the irunedi- 

:ate reactions of the nerve depend on the temperature 

'at .which they are for the moment tested (again well 

known) . 

The first charge takes place with the natural 

relations of the nerve to nerve cells, blood- smpply, 

intact; the second chance is in the absence of 

these connections; in the third instance temperature 

3122:11-,OS as a mere condition, affecting the i :lmediate 

:mmactions of a, for the moment, definitely determinate 
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structure. 

. physical a-_aloey may __ak, this : ore 

90. 

I::?a ir_e that -:Je Trish to test the specific -.l2c trical 

resistance of a '?at cry solution of a salt. The rc- 
:suit will depon;'. on the m ,eratu.L e at which the o - 

:périment is clade. Temperature here acts as a reero 

condition, and the result will aly*ays be the same po-+ 

:vided W3 test the same solution at the saine te mpera- 

:turc. Sut the strength of the solution vary. 

Suppose we set the vessel contairinc the eelution in 

the open air outside the laboratory, and it it stand 

for some days. Speaking in a very rough fashion, 

when the outside t nperature is low the water element 

of the solution will be added to by rainfall and the 

mount of the increase will be in proportion to the 

lownese of the te perature. Whe- the solution is 

now taken inside it is permanently removed from the 

influence of rainfall, and subjected, let :gis suppose, 

to the action of evaporation which acts it :1 reverse 

direction to that of rainfall. This process again 

depends on temperature, it that the higher the temper 

ature is, the faster will be the rate of evalora`.ion.1 

Hot to prises the anology too ^aid r may take it 

that sonetlìing of a similar nature ()clears with nerve. 

When the nerve is in r e Cation to blood- supply etc., and! 

is then cooled, some definite p'_'O`,eessiVe structural 

alteration goes on in it. When the nerve is ; eeloved 

'oL its connections this structural change is brought 
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to a and a alt ration .r. a r-verse dir- 

: ecti n is established. T__is proc7,- is fast or slow- 

:1y ac ofdi:.ú as Ì r atur - is high or low. 

_._ems' ti : ::,ima`i "lingthe the structure of th '2V ̂  to 

be fixed at any one -- oment,the reactions vary c^ord- 

: ing as they are __,nd at a high or at a low te-- 

:p- rature. 

Once more, when e take into account the 

ele__ ̂entary processes that lip at the base of the 

W densky effect we are struck with the comprehensive- 
:ness of this test for nerve. For Fr8h1ich (p. 43) 

has shewn that a knowledge of the exact stage at 

which an initial tetanus sets in is ,quivalent to a 

knowledge of the refractory pe riod of the nerve for 

a definite intensity of stimulation. Again the 

height of the muscle tetanus gives an indication of 

the falling off in int esity of the excitatory pro- 

:cess as it traverses an affected portion of nerve, 

T finally, as the results of Fr8hlich and others (p.46 

have indicated the rate of passage of the stimulus 

nay ultimately be found to stand in direct relation 

to the Vleden_sky phenomenon as ;fell.. 

Section G. Review of Previous Work with 

Reference to Temperature. 

It is in erestin g .fro: out' present point of 

vantage to examine some-. of the work of previous 
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investigators o _ th- "physiological constants" of 

(1). The Refractory Period. 

Onn "con arì 
" 

as attract ̀ -' th t 

is the refractory period. This has been investigat- 

:od by three distinct methods. 

The most frequently used of those methods is 

totanisation of the nerve at a rapid rate with the 

object of determining the highest number of vibrat- 

:ions per second that can keep a rzuscle in continu- 

: ous tetanus. Kronecker(67) Bernstein(63) , Engol- 

ba 
:: ìann(^ ) , Kronecker and Stirling ^ ^bb ) , Rot'n(69) and 

(70) 
Langdon and Schenck have all. usd this nethod, 

and their results vary from 20,000 to 500 vibrations 

per second. Only three of the origi'la1 papers have 

been accessible to me, and in two of these, Krw:?ckr, 

and Sticling's and Bernstein's, neither the te-lpera- 

:turc at which the e,Te-ri!lelts were carried out, nor 

the previous treatment of the frog are indicated. 

In the r wining on', that of Roth, ',ino at a rate of 

4,000 per second still got continuous tetanus, the 

statement is found " Vorliegende Arbeit vurde wahrend 

der Sommerferien in Zí rich ausgeführt". To other 

results which Kronecker and Engelmann obtained we 

shall have occasion to refer later. (p. ) . 

The next method is that of recording the mus- 

: alar response to two successive stimuli. Helm - 

:aoltz(71) , 
72 Se':all ) and Boycott (b0) made use of 
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this method. Segall puts down the limit as about 

001 second; his work was o :__ .ri'iì out fro_Z October 

to January in Baltimore. Boycott, working in con- 

:junction with 7otch and 3urch,-,r .s the first to spew 

by this means the high importance of defining the 

temperature at which the 0.-p eri:en_ts are carried outJ 

The work of the Oxford investigators is a model of 

accuracy and carefulness. It partially for- s the 

basis for the present thesis. 

Boycott used winter frogs. The preparations 

were soaked in normal saline for T- - 4 hours before 

being; tested. The t'e rac`oy period was foun'1 to 

be at room temperature, (14 °C.) , about 001 second. 

This result corresponds with the value given by 

Sewall, who presu:la)ly a). so used cooled frogs. "A 

summated muscular effect was never noticed wcon the 

stimuli worn less than 0005 second apart ", ,hil.e 

with a low temp rature it di!einished to 

even .02 second. "It is impos ib1.e to give exact 

values for the relationship which undoubtedly exists 

between the temperature of the nerv- and the 7 ecess- 

: ary interval which must elapse befo L'e a second 

effective 

i,- 

dace current can be an s ,i a7us 
" 

Boycott seems to have been unaware of the in- 

fluence that the winter condition of the nerve 

-!ì..t have on his results, for, criticising the 

work of Kronecker and Stirling, -rho got tetanus at 

a rate of 20,000 per second, he says: "At 15 °C it 
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seems impossible place this interval he re- 

:frac tory periods at less than 0005 second ". For 
rs 

all we '_.1.07 he - "0 rk of these two pl iologists may 
A 

have been Carrie out on summer frogs, in which 

there is eondidera:: reason to believe the r efract- 

:ory period is much higher than in winter frogs. 

The third method used to investigate the re- 

:fractory period consists in recording by means of 

a very sensitive capillary electrometer the elect - 

:rical response of a nerve to two stimuli. This 

method ,ras used by : Totch and Burch(21) . The pre - 

:parations were in most instances kept in physiolog- 

ical saline solution for 24 hours before ',.seing test 
: ed. They do rot mention whether ' the frogs used 

were pinter or Sumner animals. Tu - y found that 

"the electrical resi oY7s n is sr,'.luch affected by teri- 

:peraturesvarying between 00C. and 10°C. that i t w a s 

imperative to maintain uniform temperature cordit- 

: i ons ". 

They carried out four separate Gets of e'. p u'i- 

-gents, 

/ 

(1) with the 
-- _' all at, the sane te]vera- 

:tune, (2) with the excited portion at a temperature 

higher than tat of the observed portion, (3) with 

the excited portion cooled, hile the observed port- 

ion was warmed, (4) the electrical changes were ob- 

:serve t two different portions of the same nerve 

all at `.ho sane temperature. 

In the first case they found that at a temper- 
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: ature of 40C the -1-'2V('' - fives no electrical excitatory' 

response to stimulus, if a preceding effective e- 

: citation has occurred at an interval of less than 

008 second. "T e duration of `__is critical interval 

'is dependent upon ti_ : intensity of the stimulus, the 

condition-of the and the distance between the 

electrometer contacts". On lowering the temperature 

of the whole nerve below 400, the critical interval is 

increased ". "0-1 raising the temperature of the nerve 

the duration of the critical interval is decreased ". 

In the second instance, where the conditions 

corresponded to those in ray experiments, they found 

that when the stimulus passes through a cooled portion 

the refractory period is prolonged. Boycott by local1 

:ly cooling a portion of the nerve between the seat of 

e:' cit at ion and the muscle had found the a:l e thing. 

But when they cane to the third and fourth invest- 

:igation they found "a number of anomalous instances ", 

" Which point unmistakeably to the conslusion that no 

second electrical response may be perceptible oven 

when there is every reason to ':,n7.ieve that a second 

excitatory disturbance is present". 

First of all when the seat of excitation was cool+ - 

:ed whilst the part connected with the electrometer was 

warmed they often found that when two stimuli were 

arranged to succeed one another at an interval less 

than the critical interval for the cooled nerve, so 
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th:It only on.- 1.-'00n:13,-, (2,C37';-_-27,(:., t-,-0 :7;Si_C)::S73 weoe 

recorded in the JistaL dortin o:' '11- sae ....'7.- 

-Jhe'l ilis portio-: nly ha'fl ".5_,S t,A42.-at',127. raised. 

This cetaiy look ap-lalous. 3oy:-ott, 

¿n-ral ly s:.,--!;aki..--_;-4, -., i. u.:abl n o zni,-at th- sa:--le 

kind of thing '...y :-1-an, of t__- -1.-sn'.:.? 201:(1 S'i 10:_; 

aS .1r) WO2k." ,F21';11 '7;117' .-,7,-tit- HV:t A': :1 jo- t-,rat-. 

:ure and a peri,,,,hnri art at '-:x.71 t-perature. "On 

the other hand a rnsul of a 1li7.fp..--t o:harar,tec -as 

soettues obtained. If a pr-Taratio j_:: taken 2hic1: 

at 130 - 150C., as i..', not infrecitlently th, case, fails 

to shew any muscular 3u:.:1.:-Iation '::he n-eit-' y two 

stimuli at .,... On2- i nt-rval, such su:1:-:at;_o:i :-lay fcequ-nt- 

1 :ly be observed whnn periphe..at area only is ':l-id 

to 20° - 30°C". 

It must be rezi-iere,d that Boyot.t 

freshiwinter rnrve. He first of al.1 '7,f-,31 the ve- 

:fraotory period with th- whole nerve at 13° 

All this time, as we have found reason to -7i.j.-,V4-%, 

internal changes -rrere .7.,oirl on in thn nerve in the 

direction of shortenin3 the refractory period. ny 

o 
tT- ti= the periphral pa,'t w;:s heated to 20 - 30°C. 

the refractory peciod of the c.mt:'al pact 'ay have 

been :l ready diviinshed (:v'd he only got the result 

v il 

somtlmes) sufficiently to take up the 1:,-]o stirmli At 

*002" interval, ':hile the peripheral part would ,atur-: 

:..idly ::,,:. ti= on. To i7uard aainst this f'allacy 

ore -oul: -0,N1Lii-27 to on,!e 'lore coo], down the perii)hral 
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portion to 13° - and '-Ft to s if th- double 

3itation :.ot, still 

mh7 obje.',ti cannot -:)e urL;ed ar;ainst the 

, results of Thtch a: Burch, however, for they oled 

o= Me peripheral portion again and found that tale 

refractory period was once more 'olonged. 

Although in Crotch and Burch's e-qinriments the 

length of the cooled portion via generally less than 

that of the warmed portion, it is difficult on any 

physical basis to i-Inaine that a refractory period 

undergoes a proz7ressive increase on passing through 

an affected part of the nerve. Besides this is con- 

:trary to the knoyn general facts regarding what occurs 

in a narcotised or cooled portion of nerve, where the 

depressing action is ha:logeneous all aOnj (See Part 

II, Section F.). Hence any at to ex¡:.lain the 

anomaly on the ground of the relative lengths of the 

heated as compared with the cooled part is not happy. 

Let us take it that the change in period takes 

place suddenly or passage from a heated to a cooled 

portion of the nerve, or .that is equivalent to th, 

sa-:10 thing that a potential chanr7.e in period occurs 

on passing from a cooled to a heated .ortion. How 

there is no reason to believe that the cal illary 

electrometer any more than the muscle is infinitely 

sensitive to minute alterations in the nerv. The 

intensity. of the stimulus they used throughout their 

14 

investigations was fully adequate to evoke a maximal 
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e response in a muscle, it .)eL-,7, in all castes a break 

induced current producing a Tark-d sensation on the 

tongue", and even 7ith this str--ngth of stimulus the 

excursion of the capillary electrometer is not very 

large. Conseque-etly -h-. a :ave of excitation -- 

whether it be the essential nervous process or ti 

electrical accompaniment -- is riot recorded by our 

apparatus we are not at liberty to assume that no 

excitation is th-,re. 

Suppose that in a cooled nerve two stinuli at a 

distance of '008 second are just recorded as one, it 

may quite well be that the actual wave of chan7e is 

double, with the second portion present in much 

smaller des;ren than the first. On arriving at the 

war He(,'. ortion if w, could assume that the second 

snal. 'avn is in some way reinforced, we could on:Jain 

the anomr.ly. 

No, thern are observations pointiri to a prop-, 

:,rty of what one might call resonance" of excitation 

in c?rtain tissu-s, i.e. a property whereby a preced-, 

:ing e';:sitation paves th «ay for the effectiveness 

of another sli-,ht nycitation provid.--d certain time- 
(73) 

limits observed. Too l.stan- Rich-t found 

in the cas of the claw-muscle of the cr:-.y-fish tYt 

a succession of stiuli ,o1.1 sufficient frocluency niy 

suffic to excite a muscle contactionpalthough each 

slus when a1.orw is sr.; -Yeak as to prodqce no re- 

(77,1' .`;c..,hrel'Is "Textbook" of 
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II, -., 360). 

of tal - 

( 74) 
- -.a fd 

-.12-4-22 that 
iv-1., wear. 'sLi,lu-11 may 

- ' 

stronr, sinLJ sho3k$ 

'2.71..Ninat to do so. n j;ff77-It 

phno-_-71non th.7, .-hich 

of th-, not to 

up of thT, it ations 

71-kat ha 1_)nr,; o)i c,. nvay happr-)n 

i --faoho'. 1-lich,.E.t says that Fick(75) 

for nrv71. I. any cas is 

posilAity that :1 3 f7-foia Ltfiv-T 

at a po2tior of thr, n-7)2'1 pc2iodi 

, is 2.71,ain sho2tc., fl.ay, in virtu c of ti fact that 

7'73itation hai., just prcd,-Id -ithin a Ofinito 

spac of tir,A, consid-raLly ,7fct- 

:ivo tha-n it Ot.111':iS ou11 hay-, 

SI'[_)117.1(1 :1;t anaialy ^f 

7inally, is si 

2 n7citation was not limitd 

to ato f-IiL;hurhoofd of th 17-iitinL; 7,ct- 

: roTh (s7-, p. 77). 

Ir th2i foui-th -15 1,f 3otc1-: a-1d 

tTo of 71 oThs 0,0=0t.-7C1 to th 

.apiiiay -Mot ro-trr t if f 7-rt Jr of 

sa pai2 nrar2 to, th,- oth' moro 

thr- --10t2oThs. th- 

as at th sa found in 
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so.], rare cases ti-_{'.t -'r_ --- the peripheral pair recorded' 

-lecy riczl responses the c,.,_, tral pair recorded 

only one; in other cases the:,- `ol, the opposlL. , effect 
; 

ro these ...;pì.?í'l .i :-:t.S lhlyco:'iclu.ded that an 

excitatory process :lgh ,. lY! a __ei'v'. .:l ;_.ou., a corres- 

:p electrical excitation, but in the absence of 
il 

simultaneous records from the muscle the conclusion i sl 

not very convincing. 

(2) . Other °Con_stants". 

These need not detain us so long. . Eì p er in ,ant 

has invariably she rn that the nerves of cooled animals 

are _'odified in such :iroction that the trans' fitted 

e'rcitation takes longer to reach its height in any 

;given portion of the nerve ai'.;: longel' to die down 

a,;ain, than is the case in the corresponding nerves of 
! 

I s,.t=c;r animals. 

Thus if we ta::, the actual_ durati_o:, of. 

electrical response to a single sti'a1luS, the results 

different observers are found to vary within c^n- 

side,za:;ly ,ride limits. 3e]."zstein(63) ,.ave m07 

s-conè. as the duration; tler:sar_n 
(61) 

-OO5 second :` 

5oC; a''d :iead(76), who .].''_ i`,:_ , -;1t^. frogs, 02 

second. ( rl) nlnt.i the '' .. C',0? . ]` P:f' ccr.7. Fuchs 1 in d s, : 

the 'o--- .'edul' iìL E?d nerve of cephalopod, i.leU11!' 

-` ; he used fo'.' the .....'t p:..:'t L_ 

rot eeslts varying f eom 008 to .02 second. 

(7b) oru t t_. au , rho -,corked with sumier animal- ; feu; : 

::'. :1j's a shorter duration. 
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Again, as to the rate 7_,f propagatin, I7oruttaul, 

(78) , 
,oun-7. in summer cephalopod n-rve a speed of 

- -letres per second, whil- in winter nerve the 

spee:: was 1 m.:itre per second. Weiss(79) has recnt 

:ly statd that in th frog the r.,-Ite is independent 

of tel-aperature; at any rate within the range of 00 

to 20 7:::acn ne usd. I have not be-, able as yet 

to refer to the original cc/-1-urication but it would 

interesting to kno,w if he worked -with summer 

winter frogs, and with "Kept" or fresh preparations. 

Section H. Fatigue of ilerve. 

:Tart from physiolo7,ical alt,rations in a nery 

the presen ce of the Wedeneky effect in any given 

Thgree depends on certain ierfectly deinite physica 

quantities; (1) the length of nerve coole0, (2) the 

de7,ree to which the portion of the nerve is cooled, 

(:) the rat- and (4) the intensity of stimulation. 

Here for the first tirie in physiology it would seem 

that we could apply a definite quantitative standard 

to the condition of a nerve at any one moment and 

say, "This is a nerve of 200 units, while this is 

of 250", much in the sane way as one might class- 

ify dew-points in physics. 

7,-17 possibility of such a ::latherlatically defin- 

:ite statement in biology is striking, but in reality 

o :ore striking than th attempt of fa praysical 

theory of nerv, conduction to reduce the properties 
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of nerve to nuantitaive Th e faot isynerve, 

ics 7.-10r'7 than any othn.' tis:lue, lends itself to 

physic:Al measureent. :evertheless undnr the heading 

of "physiological catnrations" there is incl.u6(1 

Ir thn placc thnre are nutritional 

and specific differences in -nerve; secondly -- and 

this is ;ii) most important subject of the. present 

section -- th ne'V unios changes from use. 
(1) Specific and Hutritional Differenoes. 

If take a number of froL-,s belonging to diff- 

:n'ert batches and cool Ulen for the sano consi:er- 

:able length of timn, there is differnnon in the 

roe to which thn Wedensky effect is present in 

them. This I observer, very iarkedly o he only 

oc.-!.asion on which I carrind out such n nyperiment. 

T had received a m.zmlinv of large "scujs_ult p,. frogs from 

Crermar_y, and kept half a dozen of them for a sinter) 

of 2j, - 3 weeks anona ico. Along with them 

our or five of the Temporaria variety, from the 

ranarium of the laboratory, ;.ere kept for tho sale 

pn.iod. The nerves of the Gornan frogs all gave 

results of about the sane '-gree, the nerve; of the 

la)orato,-y frogs, varied both from those of the 

Thrlan ones, anJ inter sese. I unfortu-at-ly did 

-ot :ay special attention to ":.n- state of thn 

ion in ..--ly of these animals. 7r8hlich. if -"n re- 

: 11J-'2 (p. 24) observed different capacity for fecov- 

: ,2y from asphyia in starved as compared -ith 
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--ter+ of lectrical .-ra'ge in ery 

gr- t fro.-,s of 

of nutrition. rT-- --rve,1 of Jav haf.d- 

:ly any -1-ctrical respons-. , t1r 1-.1.v-,s of 

Rana_Te-_korarla :lays t lose of 

Of nutrition e-p,riments in 

'o th- Tedersky effect would \alua21-. 

(1. .ft-ratio .om Us-. 

Tit co:-.sideration of fatigu of ierve riust 

clearly understand iS ea..; by 

1 0 n A :..ere absen of condlc itivity in a liv- ,A 
is not fatigue. Thus, the conductivity 

y be totally abolished by asphyxia, by T:arcosis, by 

freezing, 02 even as we have soon (p. 8L) by simple 

temperature. 3fo-, definitely say 

that a tissue is fatigued o must prove t:nat it is 

incapable of functioning 02 then shows a 

diminution in functioning capacity, because 21; vre7 

:vious activity. 

The method by which Fr8hlich proved fatigue 

(p. 45) is familiar to us. As there must always be 

some doubt as to the normal stability of the nerve in 

anaesthesia or in asphyxia, it was very interesting 

to get the same results 'As Fr8hlich by simple alter- 

:ation of temperature ( . 62). As however, during 

the research other kindred phenomena, rhich can only 

be referred to a Katabolic alteration in the nerve 
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t' -'J'. ^r Activity, have t,?a=' ,:i, ., shall devote some 

tiYae to adiSCUS7ioi_ Of them. 

(a) . Repetition of a Descending Tetanus. 

If i_ a nerve s. i-:r the Jede1sky condition on keap9 

t71 t e-Aperature absolutely co1:st a_nt, and tetanises fot 

second or to Fst r3_u1 a-C' si:ort intervals, one gets I, 

effect as shown in Charts 22, tracings 3, 4 and 6. 

The descending tetanus falls off in extent and becoinosi 

very soon reduced to A single twitch. A similar 

condition is seen in Chart 23, tracings and 5, in 

Chart 24, tracings 2, 3 and 4, and in Chart 25, trac- 
this 

ices 2 and 3. That/is not due to muscle fatigue is 

i 
she= v y the simultaneous records of ascending t etaii , 

:'-let'ner elicited by sti:aulation from the central (Ch. 

22, tr. 3; Ch. 23, tr. 2) or from the peripheral (Ch. 

22, tr. 7; Ch. 23, tr. 4) electrodes. That. it is 

not du' to progressive slight fall of tenpera ure is 

proved by the fact that in Chart 24, tracing 3, the 

to p.erature was so arranged as to gradually rise dur- 

. ing the experiment. 

In all these cas s the nerve was te±arised for 

a bout three seconds at a time and rest of about 

1,h!-e 1,hr-e seconds was given between t et anis a Lions . In 

int- rt'a:i between the t'tanisationS the nerve has 

ti 'e to ?' ecover to a certain e..ton t but each tile the 

-covery is less complete than before. 

The only valid objection that might be brought 

A ai'' :3t thi3 method of demonstrating fatigue is that 
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ay be 
in.?_n_<l structure o- the =v? 4-4.,i o-:'ly altering 

through chane in `., 1= 11111 . ? , i:.l. .. f.. J:.1 _'_l'let- 

: ion a1 activity. :;n° -,i , 
- 
is 

--? 
.; t i v ,d by a 

that d-s,,_ i:.:ed. 

) . Diminution in ,.:e Reverse Or St cJ:;C: Half of a 

Wodons1{y effect. 

Tf turn over once more to Chart 2 we observe that 

i the second or reverse half of the Vlodensky effect 

contains as many full `., etani as the first half. If 

e sa min , the corresponding tracings in Charts 3, 4, 

10, and ospecially,26, we see that the second half is 

deficient in full t et ani relatively to the first. 

In the case of Chart 2 the drum was brought to a 

standstill after the inscriltion of each tetanus, un- 

:til a ne \! position of the s econda,v coil should be 

sought out; in the case of the records on the other 

charts , the drum was going steadily all the 

Thu:. in the first case thn nerve got a more or less 

prolonged rest after each period of activity, in the 

other cases the nerve had less time to rest.. Chart 

24, tracing 1, she-;s the :effect of giving a rest of 

anou t 10 seconds between the inscription of each 

etanus, and,as we seethe second half takes up as 

much space on the chart as the first half. 

(c) . Lag of Wedensky Effect with Rise of Temperature. 

.J then phenomenon, though this time not such a; 
. un- 

:equivocal instance of fatigue, nay be described here. 

If one cools a sulta':le preparation ,y stag sIkeeping 
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a constant t:-.1:.-atur-,? at 

th7? VTd.r)71sky on- grits ,v7nt- 

:.:ally at t- t: ffc ?stablis117. 

27, sh::s such a As va o f2a.l. 

1, takl at OC'C, 2, 3, 4 a7(1 5, 

-27,sp7:c':-Iv.,ly at -1, -15 
0 

, -18 o and -2'4"), 

ta-' 'JT(Mnsky condition slo,ly 
now 

tL'aci:-, 5 it is fally p1-27smt. 

=1-)-,,:!atu1.0 cv11 i7,st at rach stag,7, 

'-.L'acin,7 6, ar,J Char.`, 28, t7acings 1-1d (iii)) 

,,,fct still 1ing,--72s on a t2;71pr,rature 

-::hich it 

. y-t obs uVa th VT.-,!dsky .1;11-,Ilomnon ia a 3001 ad 

0()C, 0r73::pt LI such 3ass had 

cooL-id to A lov: ,-1-g 

thtn aain 

ii t-r:1-patu7.20. In such cas --.?s -lay lag on 

until th? 1-11.7.v1 has -2achry' a tr;pra',u.1..ri of 00 or 

+10C. 13.!f027) this can U takcm as a puy oa.s, of 

on-' ToulJ rqair2 tf-) cool tha r-n-v7 

yithout stirlulating bad 

on32 vais,,fd to 0°C ou ovar, find that no 

of tt:12 M,d1nsky 7ff,)ct still p.7rsistr!d. 

(1. 3lockinc, 7-,1171:12n!-,s 

intorosting to t7- effe3t of blocking th 

thi-L. way '7.h7 nr1.7.7 to thri 71usc17:, 

..ft2 a f S"'3(Lr.',113 thT, block. 
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Such e-Tel''innr_ts '°rr, first ,^.a_ Out ly $n_ îJ F -in 

( g) 
á 

( 59 ) 
. , of con t ky by a--s o s _ galvar:i 

32, - ,nr (p ob ); a.,. 1 as t_?1 , results '7.'21 taken to 

p_'oV'' cf nnrvn, on of th? most 

convincing proofs of fatigue 70'lld .. to siîew that 

th?s9 conditions the, ..orV.a nada to show 

alt-ration. 

For su_ tìlyl.r the constant c:l"'.'_'ent a small 

accumulator of 4 volts potential was usnd. By mnarî 

of a i'!îeocord a^urre-ît of any potential from 0 to 4 

volts could be snnt through the nnrvn. i;on->olar- 

; is able elect ro_les ':ír - er:iploynd for making contact 

with the ::n2Ve. Thn :u'_'l'nnt was .ìr.'a.:gnd in th!; 

as cnc? ing direction. On tns ting the efficacy of 

the block it vr...s found that 3 constant current of 

,:^t';nnr_ 2 an_a 3 volts potential was sufficinî.`, to 

ken;> the ~îuscin at rest whnn strong tetan:is:ztion of 

`hn cnntral nnd was enployed. The crr^ct of a 

block of this strength aras however sufficient to 

induce polarisation within ,h, 
_ n,,- of such ,Y^nt 

t it did -ot recover for sonn snconcìs afterwards. 

On cooling ti: : . .n:cv . , Wnclensky condition w' 

ns ̀ ,a:,lished, and when this was present a s ..-''gth of 

sti:.rala`ion was snlected which just `avn d -scnn,ïirc 

San Chart 29, up 7.inn. (In the Charts 

n:^.' ì'' fatigua Jy `.,.1e 1. o:'e 

the time of tet...îic sti:.lula`,ion, thn uppor 

t_:^ of application of t in corîsta.'1`, cur:'nr:t) . 
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To prevent any possible effect fro7: progressive fall 1 

of temperature, the flow of the cold fluis was so 
i 

q a_ anced that the . p e _atz e should b ;in to 

aSG end . Repeated t+?t.i"1.sa`.io!_ with the same Strengtl 

i of stlalus now caused a tetanus which gradually be- 

,a:_ to increase in height . Previous observation 

with the constant current had s hewn that for these 

descending tetani a much lower potettial is suffie- 

: iert to act as a block. Consequently when the 
that 

, the tetanus/ was being repeated was on _a point of becom-1 

co :'lplet e tetanus, a block of between 1 and 2 

volts lut in, and the current was kept running 

fo_ about 8 seconds. 0n removing the block the tot- 

: anus was now found to be lower and more broken. Th 

block was again put in for another 8 seconds; on re- 

: i: it the tetanus had beco :;ie a typical doscendin'. 

tetanus. The block was again put in, this tirso for 

10 seconds, and or r e7loVal the muscle reacted 

only by isolates twitches. Dring the whole time 

._.._v was ,:einy continuously stirlulated. 

S in these c'-j - ri,lents , however, there is al- 

4-he possibility that the nerve is being polaris 

7,1 by ,leans of ,_.n St. ;l i. _ t t..1S ca''_not 

tan as conclusive proof of fa`.; uc of tie,- , ,ve. 

i:. tllf? ;1.:-OV:. e`(t:. 'Ln"t point to t_:r.° f.'^ : 

`;__ , fall in ,_ei-,l, of th tta_us is not (hie to Ú' 

11 , . ..... '. __.. 

Aft- ._ the seco:.,. a,_, tication of the .lock t the 
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Dorm of a dzscendiT t-ta,:us. -. 
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,ten 

T r_ 7 7 e ;: once in on 1 polarised recovery o%;. 'y .:o ill!: il. .1 0 .i S - ,- 

:m oval of the block, and the tetanus - as control 

'ir ents have s_,e;rr_ -- , ould have immediately be- 

:gun to as-end. The amount of polarisation depends 

on the potential of the current used to form the 

block, and in this casé the potential was low. 

':lec'..ensky who in his experiments used a blocking cur- 

:'ent of 2 volts potential i:!iprovrni on Bernstein's 

method by regularly changing the direction of the 

constant current. .lthough he does not specifically 

mention the length of time that he allowed the curie 

to run in one definite direction, one gathers that 

it ,..,,s for many minutes and not ,':er ply for : ie s -bc- 

: onds; (3ernstein had allowed the blocking cniri' ont 

in his experiments to run for hours in one direc'ion 

The la e thod requires to .1 very carefully used to 

^iv reliable resulte. 

The best examples of fatigue by his method 

seen in Chat 30. As we shall r t 

section the whole of the 1Yedensky p no.. mena can be phenomena 

established by fr7,?Zing th-' n,rve. When the con 

: ductivity has returned the 7ed B y I' 
risk' henomena can 

liciteJ at a much higher temperature than was 

before possible (see p. ) , ,hile recovery to the 

_or:aal "non -cooled" condition of the nerve proceeds 

at a very rapid pace provide the temperature is 

high. Tracings 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 were taken during 

t 
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tªis process of recovery f2?< 2yeezî2&, and in each 

e 32 we see the vary marked affect that stimulation 

of the serve had upon its functioning Jaçaeity The 

?ªU3 Sas á ellin at a Sate of one revolution in 

100 seconds. 

To clear up any do: \ as to the possible aaticn 

of the constant carrant in ÿo1arising the nervi ,the 

1, tetanisation and the passageof the constant Curent 

ought to be ca22ied out in the following relative 

order : - 

7rhere the upper line represents the time of the block 

and the lower the time of t-t anisation, As yet I 

have not succeeded in gotting tracings taken in this 

Qº2, Fortunately however, 'n are not limited to S=e 

:lem of first introduced by Bernstein in ordeR tO provd 

fatigue. In the next sub -section fatigue of the 

nerve through activity is proved beyond a doubt. 

(e). Temporary Break-down in the i rve through 

2ctivi5y. 

As was said on page 75, in a certain s of 

co lire initial tet a i rey §ot «ith ail î«t2 it 

:ies of stimulations. 2 flIet52y illustration of the 

fact may 5a seen in Chart 3I, Her- at a t,T=2o£atare 

of :oGC:h R'v-e between -8'80 and -3.20 (tr. 20, 2), 

initial tetani ar a got up to s@taaRyts of BOO. 3eÆ 

:t«=2 as tracing 3 s&-es, peripheral stiuulation of 
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full contractions of thª :usale. 

aetf oKeS 96e oen 

In this condition 

of the rery , as numerou » e ª2ime t3 have shown, the 

conductivity is j-st oe t:-an post of disappearing. 

7rhe of stimulation was now Chang G from 96 to 60 

per second and the initial t.t ni instead of becò212ç 

fu ±1 tetani 2 only with difficulty elicitabli at an 

intensity of 500. 

This introduces us to a new fact, viz. that 

wlim the conductivity disa §pears it Goes away in de£i:- 

:itly r ular "march" or order. If we once gore 

examine tracing 2 we notice that the iuit ± «l t tarsi 

7 Jadua11y clip in height until the int2 city Boo is 

reached, while in tracing 4 the initial tetanus at 

500 is considerably Iozne than that at 1000, And at 

100 an initial tetanus is no long -ì ª11nita)1'. 

Chart 32 s5a2J 1»a S& J t}iug. 

of :,:-t anisa ion was 30 p-r second, and in tracin¿ (1) 

the goadual clip, in tai it º3«1l an i t2:sity of BOO 

is reached is quit- ÿlain. I! tracing (2) a small 

i:ni ini tetanus is just i mit: ll e at 100, G_ antanus 

200 is higher, w !il» t at at 300 i» 2±(bn2 still. 

In tracing (3) tE22, is a f i 2t oR32 at 200, 2o-n 

at 5n0, and only at 500 is the initial tetanus of any 

size. Tse climb in the K:2t t-Ta %atm:i is Seaºtl f1llY 

SSewe. 7urth,r attempts after tra lapsa of a minute 

o- so to elicit 2asyo2S-3 of the 2ºs01e by :.sans of 

2,2\ÿ&l stimulation 'ailed. The con u tivity cas 
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gone ?ntirely. 

Meantime, betw^.or the inscription of the two 

tracings (ti) and (3) , st, i- :ui ation At a vry slow rate 

(somewhere between 4 and 10 a second) by manipulating 

the contact spring with the __and, caused a tetanus 

with the single responses of the muscle plainly avid- 

: cent, such as ono gets in -neSiS of tetanus; so that 

the refractory period of the nr I've lay somewhere be- 

: twoon 1 30th. and 10th. second. 

,,?:.,, ,, } (50) 
;lOVÍ if we mìer, Boruttau and . rohlioh 

from the evidence at ;hei :' disposal, fo ld a theory 

(see p. 49) which aceounte ' for the fact that the con - 

: duc tivity disappears at the sane :.:oment for both 

strong and weak stimuli. Here see that the c on- 

: ductivity for strong stimuli is longor retained than 

the conductivity for weak stimuli, so that tüe theory 

'-f thos- t7o observers accounts for a fact which does 

not really exist. Knowing as we do that in the case 

of an initial t tanus only tho first e -c' tation of a 

series oF' e cita`.,ions --:t-ring the cooled part of the 

?rve, ma,_ag 's to ^ -'t -(e have no dit "iculty 

i^ erplsning the present result. When ',he nerve is 

in this lethargic c5vJition a s'ron,- c7eitation can 

1 ou :11 its ay th:-.ou,-,h, s:ear on is stopped 

...h 
,. .y. ,., e77c t t 2,.,,,? 

.' 
trocg 

:, _moi a iorl of i t cliat : .nth is 

sr:, cut donn in passin th ouh the affecte: portion of 

;: nerve that o z:_'.rd'i,z . at ,': n other end it is sub- . _ _ 

a:-i ::al in effectiv'ness. 
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The proof of this is so-EI C:t 3 05 36, ic 

ano -cords takon 72-1 tf.:- ?31 o-in da fro:1 th sao 

preparation that gavo tho rTsluts havo just bon 

discussing. Er wo s?e tho rosult 

not merely of rhytaimical stinulations at a rat of 301 

pr second, but also of sing].- stimuli at various in- 

:tonsitios. 7irst of all -le soo in tracing (13) the 

Wodensky c3ndition just presont, in that totani are 

got on stimulation at he first thre-, intonsiLAos. 

Initial twitches al72 then dot which actually climb in 

height until a ma-<imu:n is attaind at 1000. The 

: nerve was then givon a slihtly lnger r-st, and a 

single stimulus at 1111 was set through. This, as 

we see, evokes s. ::he r t:itch tho Mean- 

:time a singlo sti:nulus at 600 is sub:lailaT, 

in the following series 3in7,10 stimuli at 600 are 

soon to evoke less comploto musclo contractions than 

single stimuli at 1000. A minute or two afltorwards 
1 

(so tr. 14) totanisation at a rate of 30 por second 
an 

produces an i'regular result, until reath/int 

900; stimuli "1 Y1-Jr 

:wards are rf_7-Liv- only in they g-t above 500 

intensity, and and thon the muscle !,:itches bo,;in to 

climb. In this tracing at le-st guess at a 

insido 
process of tardy recovery froLl excitation going on/the 

nThrvo- 

Tracing (15), takon a minute or two later, 

onco moro the result of single stimuli. :xt. 1000 the 
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-.71ak shock is effective ;1:y. the ':)reak. Trcind 

(16) is pretty sr-luch r-¡;-.tition of th- prvf:.eus trac-4 

:ing; the tenperatur had howeven, tc 

rise. Chart 36 is ve,',T intresting. TL - 2-irst 

tracings wer- taTien at t-nperature of 00. ln (17) 

and (18) Th2 Y'esult of singl- stinulations; 

the contrast ::ith (19), (20) and (21), -7her rhythnic 

Th- fatia ig of tet- ! tetanisation was used is grat. 

:anisation at 500 is sufficient to pc-vent subsequent 

tetanisations from stimulating the muscle util we 

reach 900 when a fait twitch occurs; at 1000, too, 

only a faint 'c,witch ocurs. vest o2 a or so 

is sufficient to allo: the n2rve to conduct the first 

of the next series of stimuli at 1000; this eaus.,,,e 

such a breakin up in the nerv, that the tt-, a 

second tetanisation occurs at the SZA71', irt-nsity the 

tissue is not yet prepared to conduct even the first 

eltcitation through. In tnacing (22) taken at 1 
o 
C the 

refractory period is less than 1/30th. second; the 

nerve is beginning to recover its prop-rty of conduot- 

:ing weak excitations . Before it w' taken out of 

the cold chamber it coTlduct-d at a int-nsity of 100 

and caused tetanus of the raiscle; wh-n-ce ,:;e conclude 

that the conductivity returns in the reverse order 

that in which it disappears, viz. first of all, strong 

stimuli become effective, and then weak. 

Because of their ilportarce I have described 

tieso tracigs at unu'lua1 ler.gth. Thy illustrate a 
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case -:There the conductivity h-as Neer. caught in the 

act of disap. earing , kept in this critical cor_- 

: di Lion for :zany -i,_utes `,-J ether. It :Till b e ..ot- 

.ices'_ that no oint ìid I sti :lulat:e ':r11 th pe1ipher 

:al electrodes, so as to test the condition of th 

muscle. Had I dome so the conductivity, as I have 

.roved again and again, -oulc: infal1i -ly have disap- 

:peared at once. In fact if l -r^ is on c-,i'tain 

method of suddenly abolishing the conductivity of a 

nerve when the VÎ(I risky cor_üitioîl ICI well aî tablished 

it is to tet ariisr at th peripheral side of the could 

portion. Thor the con L c`,ivity in such a case _,o,es 

away it is not a-.-.ay for good',. After a rest of a 

minute or two, though stil]. cool - 1 ' o `.h, sane et,-nt 

as before, the nerve recov and functions again 

just as before. Chart 38 is i°-,cord of `..,e first 

occasion on which I discovered this apparent anomaly, 

and at the time of its occurerce it puzzled me great 

: ly . Since then I hava found the s amá thing occur 

again and again, so much so that I had entirely cease 

to u e the perihperal electrodes when the nerve was i 

this critical condition. 

If we imagine for a moment what happens v h. n a 

single excitation entering a cooled portion of the 

nerve is only able to emorge from it cut down to s 

fraction of its original efficacy, we see that the 

molecular commotion in each minute length of the 

cooled portion declines and declines in extent the 
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further the excitation penetrates towards the peri- 

: phial and. Associated with this diminished dis- 

:tubance of the more peripheral portions of the 
a 

cooled part is /better recovery than in the more 

centrally lying parts, :hich pire shattered to such 

an extent that they do not 2000171f for some little 

If + o can revers,- the direction of our 

attack, so to speak, and fire into the nerve from 

the rear as well as from the front, it breaks down, 

and becomes demoralised. This :-e do when we stie:r 

:ulate peripherally. Only if the nerve gets suff- 

: icient time and freedom from disturbance to re.- 

: cuperate a&Lln can it once more take part in con - 

:ducting impulses. We are no in a position to see 

why the Wedensky effect is got better by cooling 

a long than a short pice of nerv? (sa- p. 76). 

In the case of a ;inter nerve th-,ee L ! 

eeu h ly speaking, to any definite t, j era' ure at 

which the nerve is exa_-ained, a C of inite Rradient 

of fall in the a:lount of the excitatory process. 

When the original excitatory process is high (see 

diagram, fig. ) it succeeds in wetting through 

a long length of 000ied nerve, and still remains 

maximal. When it is low it may be cut down to 

submaxinal or even submir_inal strength. On the 

other hand if it has to traverse a shorter portion 

of nerve the extent to which it is cut down is less. 

We can also a derst-tnd .:rhy irregularities appear On 
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one of the descending tetani of a Wedensky effect. 

The first t :-o o:' three citatiòns J et through the 

nerve, diminished in effectiveness, it is tr'.i3, but 

still of considerable ^agnitude. As they go 

through they break down the nerve more or less, and 

the part that suffrs most is the c n ìtral part. 

Ultimately there comes a ti- e when the excitations 

are stopped on the way and do not reach the periph- 

: oral part, which then gets breathing space for a 

moment, and recovery spreads from the peripheral end 

eentralwards. When the recovered portion meets the 

excited portion, the stimuli once .pore got through 

and excite the muscle. A second response then o- 

:eouxe, and thus it goes on till the central part o 

tìi cooked portion, by being kept in a state of 

continuous disturbance, refuses entirely to conduct 

excitations till it gets a rest again. We can als 

see how the "refractory period" as ordinarily under 

:stood, varies with the intensity of the stinulatio 

L^, Strong excitation on its way through the nerve 

causes more breaking up than a weak excitation, and 

the corresponding period of recovery is greater. 

Finally we see that the refractory period can be 

prolonged to some seconds, if not to minutes, in 

duration. It all depends what we mean by "refract 

:ory period ". If we mean the period of time that 

elapses before a second stimulus following another 

of equal intensity can be affective, then the re- 
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:f-actor'y period aar ,:nl.onge-: t L3ast 
1/ 

th. 
30 

s-aond. If, ho7eve2_., - include in oul. 

the perio.: of that -Thrses, b-forn a slight 

stimulus which previously would hav been effective, 

aan be effective af te:. the a,pliaation of a s inulus 

-Jf th.-_ the refractory period 

certain': be ¡.,rclone to ,nany seconds and probabl 

to linut-. 

f),-1 92 w- 0-fe!.red to a.t.r-ain results 7:hich 

K:7.-lo3r(67) on using very rapid rates of stim- 

:-J1ion. "The production of a note indicating 

20,000 vibrations per sea.ond wa3 e,ffectual fo- the 

excitation of the the -luscular _'r,slionse being 

at, first a tetanus, but on rep-tition it -31 an 

initial. twitch, and su':.s-quen!,ly f.i1 -:". This look' 

vecy much as if h- had actuaLly fatiiglod the nelve. 

Engelmann 
(68) 

s7:--,n sa-- -rct; he 

is rported by Crotch( ) as finding "that failure of 

excitability occurred in 'ervc still-ti y apidly 

l'ecurring cu-rents". [It :ill cc to 

sho_.fly descrie the series of Char's, 32 to 37 in- 

:clusiv-, because of their i, -25. :Lc i t-r-s'. Th 

o.ves in all these charts w'1' fl.o.1 on krep-ra- 

:tion, which ralained aiiv ft 9 days. The sit,,to2- 

:preparatien, which was not used for ttaniSatiDn 

livod for 11 days, an:, at the en,: of ',hat 

ti: Ie quite moderate stklulation of the central eLd 

th, nerve evoked contractions of the Iluscle. How 
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7-luscll long tko nerve livod I a unale to say. Th2 

at loast, dead on the 13th. day. The fog 

which t1ì o proparations oc.:a, was a la.:go ferAale of 

tho Esculenta spoies, and had boon kept for five 

The dissected weoks continuously a--.ong Illoiting ice. 

preparations or-, carefully preserved at the Salo 

low tomperaturn Then not in us-'. 

T have boon unable by reference to literature 

on the subjet to find any prociso infor5lation as to 

the actual length of time that dissected nerve-muscle 

Tlann preparations have lived after doath. Boidef 

says that they 1-ay live "for days" provided th,-y 

ho kopt in the proper kind of fluid. T fluid in this 

case was Ringer's solution. I a:o of opinion that 

tho previous troatmert of tho frog, and the tr!pera- 

:turn at which the preparations w-)re kept, c(tribut- 

:ed in high dogre towards th- rosult. 

The question is intor-sting not ifte-ay 'on ',ho 

special point of view of nerve physiology, but from 

a general standpoint. Doctors Horring and Simpson 

found that th- dissoctod nerves and muscles of an 

a-tificially cooled .lartJal ro7'iain irritable for tWO 

OP throe hours after removal from the body. It is 

possible that if the ani:lal W.7 7 kept alive for a 

morn or loss prolonged period at a low temperature, 

tho. preparations 7.1iht survive )ven longer. Experi- 

:.lonts of this kind could Ile,st bo carried out on hib- 

:ernating ma=als. The -rlationship between low 
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temperature and storage of L °;ide (see II, Snct.C) is 

worthy of being kept in -And. 

But to return to the :;Th =ts . In Chart 33 we 

se, (tr. (1)) the effect .f a night's steeping in 

Ringer. On the previous day or had got initial 

tetani at a rate of 30 vibrations per second. The 

nerve has now largely recovered, and at a temperature 

of -1.2° tetanisation :ri th 128 stimuli per second 

evokes full tetanus of the muscle. :Ieverthel ess , 

te: perature being kept constant, the nerve recov- 

ers less and less completely after each room' of 

stimulation, until in tracing (4) an initial tetanus 

is got at an intensity of 300. On reducing the rate 

of stimulation to 80 per second and the temperature 
(tr.5) 

by 110th. degree /the initial tetanus is shifted back 

to 800; on repetition (tr. . 6) it returns to 400. 

Tracings (7) , (8) arc? (9) , shew a gradual prolor.gatior 

of the refractory period through use, the temp'.'aturo 

being constant. In tracings (10, (11) and (12) , tot 

: aaisation is carried out at a rate of 30 per second. 

Charts 35 and 36 we have already discussed. 

Chart 37, lower line, shows that w:th a rest of 60 

0 
hours in Ringer at 0 C the Wedensky effect had a1-:os'. 

passed off for a rate of 214 per second even through 

the temperature of the nerve is reduced to the freez- 

:ing point. Conf. p. 7 
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Section I. i+1'1 . of :r,,,V. 

(1) . General Lor_si ia':ions. 

Already a ;nu:-17," of :ti'Fie_'1_:-'nts hay- carr- 

: iec: oit on the f reezin-, of poikilotht ?mic animals. 

.,î have that, . car, ,, 7h y :av' S__e m s1a , 'e 1;. _. _ .. ,.ìl" is 

y.,.::_ 

. 

t__ subs-(riet proceS of tha:1g, a ve l't,tJt'at . 

may 1)e frozen hard without :;1ing kitl'leà. Sir John: 

- (a1 ) . nn _,. year :Franklin 
(81) 

his polar voyage in the j ea_ 1820 
it 

sa carp, aft_ -i: frozen as Iard as atone, once 

for corm to life on warming at the fire. Laborator 

e: periments by Pr'eyei' 
(B ) 

shewecl that frogs nay be 

h i frozen, and, provided the t ̂ nperature of their 

interior has not r7ached -2'5°C, affair, restored to 

co 1plete vitality. Kochs(83) car,'ied out similar 

experiments, and conclud,c1 that if the I ,erioi' of 

the frogs Z7::S COlnjil'tely f 'ozen they could not again 

live. 

By far the most ,'.,liable e-perlments have, how- 

ever, been carried out by Raoul Pictet (84 ) . The 

animals with which he experimented were protected by 

means of .rood from contact with the metal walls of 

the cooling ch nber into which they wore brought. 

Different animals reacted differently to by temperat- 

:ure. Fishes were cooled down in a bloc% of ice to 

-150C, still remained alive after careful warming, 

although others similarly treated could ùe pounded int 

powder just like ice. On the other hand after a te. 
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:perature of -20°C the fishes remained permanently 

dead. Frogs _ths`ood a temperature of -28 0C, 

millipedes of -50 °C, and snails a temperature of 

-120 °C, without killed; .'i1e bacteria sur- 

: vived after bei;_g cooled to below -200°C. As we 

arc aware fron -.-acfa dyer's research-s(85)' the lower 

limit in the case of the latter org:Lnisins has not 

been reached at a te_:zperature of -252 °C, i.e. only 

21 °C above the absolute zero. 

I have twice had an opportunity of seeing frogs 

frozen hard. In one case I had five in a tin vessel 

which was standing on a block of ice. To insure 

that the temperature should be low, some salt was 

strewed on the ice. 1Tet eor- i.r_g the frogs were 

found stuck fast to the botto!r of the tin and as shard 

as stones. On careful thawing three of the five 

lived. Preparations from the dead ones taken 'von 

three days after death sheaved the We ensky effect 

quite well. The dead animals had been lying on roe 

during the intervening time. 

On another occasion oaring to a severe frost 

during the night a number of my frogs were found 

frozen in the morning. Some which had been sit ̀ ing 

on a stone slab were quite hard, others which had 

clustered in a mass together were only partially 

frozen. In these a thin sheet of ice had formed over 

the skin. Underneath this the animals themselves 

were semi- frozen. They could execute movements of 
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soya) muscles; on bei-Ig pithed and dissected their 

tiseutwere found to c .t like paper. A blunt pair 

of scissors was as efficacious as a sharp pair for 

dissectinE them. Hard lumps of ice could be picked 

out of the peritoneal cavity, the muscles were hard 

and firm, but on being cut reacted by movement. 

Teedless to say the Wedensky condition in these frogs 

was very readily elicited. On this occasion the frogs 

::1-rich were hard frozen on the sla'.. of stone did not 

recover. 

(2) . What happens when a Nerve Freezes? 

In experimenting with low temperatures i have 

again and again had experiments interrupted by the 

freezing of the nerve. The 'muscle would suddenly 

begin to twitch or then pass at once into a condition 

of prolonged tetanic. contraction, followed after a 

.Iinute or so by convulsive ieregutar movements. 

These continued for two or three minutos the muscle 

contractions becoming feebler and feebler until they 

finally ceased. (See Charts 5, 9, 15 and 21). In 

other cases again the muscle '::ould give one or two 

little twitches and nenductivity would be found abolisl 

: ed. Central stimulation of the nerve was then et-r.. 

:tirely inadequate to cause contraction of the 

bn being raised out of the cold chamber th nerve was 

.lard and stiff and had a white opaque appearance quite 

different from the glistening sheen of ordinary moist 
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At first I found that no recovery from freezing 

occurred even when the nerve was left to soak all 

ni ^ t in Ringer. One day, however, I found to my 

surprise that a preparation had quite recovered by 

next day , although the conductivity when last I test- 

: ed it was gone. I rerle:^ Bred that I had simply 

raised this preparation out of the cold chamber when 

it froze, and had not touched it, as had been my wont 

in order to see if the nerve was stiff. After this 

I refrained from touching any frozen nerve until I 

was quite sure that it had thoroughly thawed again; 

although the conductivity is still temporarily abol- 

ished yet the nerve if carefully handled does not 

die. After a night's soaking in Ringer it conducts 

quite well next day. We consequently conclude that 

a nerve is very susceptible to riecha-:ical in- 

:jury, but is not killed by the freezing. 
A 

During the process of freezing the conductivity 

is not necessarily at once abolished. Stipula ,ion 

(see Chart 17, tr. 1) of the central end of the nerve 

may produce contraction of the muscle, but the prop- 

:arty of conducting is very soon lost. If the pro- 

:cess is interrupted and the nerve at once raised out 

of the cold ohamber the conductivity after a minute 

or two comes back in an imperfect manner (Ch. î7, tr.2; 

but in any case rauch sooner than if the nerve be left 

to freeze to the bitter end. A rest in Ringer 

brings the conductivity back completely. 

(441t4 tv ka." 
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Once or t-;ice it notice__ that the r _ L.e :no e 

stimulation of . o 'vi?, : "_ th? t "r_zp^r :li,,urt was 

very low, sufficed to s'__.. .3 muslo _ ono) into a 

prolong?d tetanie co:a_atior., (see :.g. Cì'_.9), as 

if the molecular commotion 1ns 1C:e the nerve had sudd- 

: only 8sh°..kGn into frost", a nerve already y below the 

temperature of the f_'C??zin`, point. frequently 

however, a few preliminary twitches of the r;uscle 

heralded the onset of the freezing (Charts 5 îc 37). 

One thing, I got to look upon as pathogno::aic of the 

near ,.1pproach of freezing and that -:.Ls a sudden more 

in the excitailityßof th, nerve. Chart 5 shows 

this -;;ell. Thor- The , etani registered at 500 and 

300 just before freezing has set in, shoot up above 

the level of the preceding ', etani. This, howev'.r, 
---- -- 

I afterwards found not to occur in6cooled "nerve. 

se 

occurs almost without ex ̂ eption in non -cool ;ú n- VO. (Sc 

The registered temperature at which freezing 

sets in varied in my observations from about -2.5 °C 

to -° 5,,. Notwithstanding that the t er-e:or' etrio 

observations are by no means to be regarded as exact, 

I a:-.1 of opinion that different nerves freeze at Jiff- 41;,,,f, 

: erent temperatures, or rather that the muscle t\7itahi '" 

:ings caused by freezing comnenee when the nerve are a ;% 4..44 11 
e, e-. 

different temperatures. 

It was for long difficult to know what actually 

causes the muscular twitchings when a nerve freezes. 

Prolonged observation proved that as soon as twitch- 
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:ings set in t,hc, nerve 1: already Opaqu? - 

:arce, so that it is probable that the f_,-- C!:. 

fro-1 'ithout inwards. Ai t__ough unlikely on phjs i c£l' 

grounds it is possible that a cylind -r of ice fo_ 

round the nerve and -lechanieally nips it. The r,:- 

(14.(14.4-t L,.. ,c. ,, a 
: t.ntion of the conductivity duri he first s+;; o f - - c. ,. v 1..a ti...; 

the freezing led n.e to think that this night bá the t y,..P tn-1 t,AiPt 

case anc? fron the f01': ')f the f°eezinr curves in such r4t44. 

i` 

charts as 5, 9, 15 and 21, I ima,in - :i that possibly the 

tetanic contraction of the muscl,, occurs du :'lnc- the 

rocess of mechanical compression of the nerve, while 

the irregular twitchings might be due to molecular 

rearrangement going on inside the fibres. 

On this hypothesis I : `.cstac, experiments to see 

if the conductivity is still retained so long as the 

muscle is in steady tetanic Contraction and the twitch 

i_7gs have not begun to appear. Such experiments led 

to no special results, for at one time the nerve 

would still conduct ,:hen the muscle began to twitehot, 

at another con_dac` ivity would be abolished by the 

time that the irregulal :" ovenents of the muscle set in 

They rLLc' ors .' salt, 1-ie -v -_-; it was found that if 

the freezing was interrupted half ',ray by warming the 

nerve again, the conductivity, if abolished, very soon 

returned, but on a second cooling the conductivity 

seer ed to go away without further freezing of the nery 

Chart 39 she; s this e11. A non- cooled p repara 

: t ion which did not sheer the 1Vedensky effect at a ra ̀. e 

.,..1 f, 
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structure in S0-- : a' . 7Th ile `" L conducts 

quite well at hlÿ1. t 1)?r: ì» 
. __1 o' ,her 1 .at > , : J _FC7 :1 a ,.d at 

ir?t er_di .. , '. =p-_.,-,ì.12 ..s - ..ot necessarily very 1.o 

--- the c7)n,_._:_c' _vi'; 
Further eZp-.1'ï_1er';, sl-lewd that after 1,3:'tlal 

freezing followed by a :it 1_ conductivity ,'_ich : ? 

is apparently perfect t: t :: 1 c,° a' ure is not 

y 
,.. : the r 

-_ really 1 S 0. i_.:_ S 43 and 44 form _ i.'000r O_ 'i 

r 
experiment on a non-cooled nerve. __ ~ tracing 2 th- 
premonitory inc2'?aSe in excitai,ility jus`., before 

freezing (conf. p. 126) , is gell seen. hal.:- the 

muscle was still twitching the preparation was raised 

up. When the temperature has reached t8° to t9° 
teta ni.Sat1.0n at a rat- of 170 per scOOnd causes Single 

twitches (tr. 3, 4 a"d 6) . o... , 
i ,.)±a- 

:isation at a rate of 30 p od2ices full tetani U,!'.7); 

so cioes teta:,isation at a..,ou ;5(î per second (tr. fa) ; 

;:hile tetanisation at 80 pe,, second : ..17i&J; forth the 

eurious result seen in tracirg 9. We <<: e veni -,led 

Once more of t:1e d:'Scendil".E, t`.?ta:îi of aW,?de, sky 

effect. 

fteL soaking all night in _tinger at room `,e- 

:i}?rati2l'e the l`'rve was found to h;:vn So far recovered 

,, that . t ,. at the rate 170 (L7. 45, tr. (4) ) ,, sr_is a.io:_ a :1 ra of 

per second causes full tetani a:d no loI-.ger single . 

twitches. Cmly when the t'?-I)(?ra'.;ure was lOwjed to 

-f-3o dici ',::es . tetani give p1.::7:, to .,i-.re + -i_ .Y: 

T:1? ci:c.nE- established in the nerve by 
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f:-'-zing, like the -TfizIter c:onit-in of a cooled prn- 

:paration, tend.; to :ass off nen the -preparatin is 

soal,-,,.1 in Rincer. 

Tte next question cane `o : Is this chan:e 

which freezi: .-.:rincs about, the sa-e as the -::inter 

of Charts 46 and 47 help us to 

an answer. In tracinc 4 we see the freoin:- of the 

nerve, peceded by the usual incease in the excita- 

:bility. In traci-lc 6, te-lisatio,: at a r:Ite of 1701 

1 

second produces an alost typical Wedensky ef.7.7)ct.! 

In LI-.acinc see, near the end, a- apparnnt fat- 

: :inme effect, a,-Id when the 7= ii is is ths co.ctig 
1 

th.. si:Lle device of sending the tetanising 

currents through the peripheral eloctrodes for a socon 
Il 

or two, suffices to entirely abolish the conductivity,1 
1 

and so co:Ipletely that the nerve was iNcapabLe of 3í;n- 

1:ducting for :7.1any minutes afterwards. I. .racinc 13, 

see the same result i'opeate,l. The co1.2es1ondenco 

with the phenomenon described on par 116 is alr'.ost 

;complete. 17_2re it woild se,m, e have a. e'7ag-:;erated 

wi-Iter condition of the nerve. 

Stimulated by this sug:estion E begar to inv,st- 

to th- effect of freezing in A lore ca2eful iannr 
than I had done. In order to 1it the site of the 

er 
freezing- to a small/length of th- nnrve I us.7,d 

brass chamber (i."). The freezinc curves now 

..e:an to shew Of? variations. harts 46, 49 and 50 

shew typical examples, but although I at fist thought 
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that a "family likeness" could detected in `,he 

curvos given by proparatio -hs from the sa-..e frog, 

further investigation she ' d that this was not so con- 

:stant as I ha:' thought. 

In order' to still further lirait the site of the 

freezing I had a glass tube of thin bore made, on to 

which I could loser the nerve. By running the cold 

fluid through the tubo a minute e port ion of th-, nerve 

could be frozen. By afterwards running warm fluid 

through, the nerve could :i o thawed again. Further, 

when the nerve was once frozen and thaw-,d again, it 

could be lowered into one of the brass cooling cham- 

:bers and the roactions of th- nerve thus tasted at 

different terlporatures. The nice adjustment of the 

apparatus, too, rendered it possibl to freeze the 

nerve more than once at exactly the sane spot. 

When a minut o portion of the nerve was frozen 

the freezing curves took on a ,'i fforerit aspect. Rx- 

: a1p1-es are to be seon in Charts 51, 52, 54, 55, 57, 

58, 60 and 62. An unbroken tetanus was nover obiain 

: ed at the start. Twitching of the muscle is visiblq 

in all the curves from t he very :.c: 1 ;. Thus 

may conclude that the :initial prolonged contraction 

se -,r_ in Chats 5, 9, 21 :,tc. simvly duo to stiff- 

:ulation in a large nunúer of :.-?rve fibres at the 

same time, so that the effect is and does 

not denote any c_. rigs of ,. different kind fro-1 that 

indicated by the subsequent t .:itcüi::g of the =z1010. 01c 
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Men one fro Z0 nerve in this restricte4 

fashion one was able to verify ail the conclusions 

previously formed. After the coustivit, 

af the nerve is e-JoUshel an,1 Joes not return until 

the temperature of the froze- at _-eacha: a given 

height, or rather. it retuLnis -v?ntually at any ten- 

:uerature above the f-2-ezing point, but taks a shs)rt 

: er time to return the higher he temperature to whic1-4 

it is raised. 

When the conductivity returns it crfies back in 

the sale fashion as -1 have seen n a f..-t ir!ued nerve 

(1). ) viz. first of all strong excitations get 

through 7:hile weak o-citations cannot penetrate the 

affecter: portion_ till recovery has further advanced. 

This is acimltably seen in the series of tracings 

Chart 64 where the conuctivity to t2tanisat,ion:; I' o 

different intensity is worked out, as the tmperature 

is brought from -2°C up to -1-7°C. I' L_.acing (4) th- 

affected portion is just penetrable to tl_e fir sti - 

:ulus at 1000, in tracing (6) a LA:itc:1 occurs at 500, 

in tracing (7) this t::itch is higher, a tetanus r,C1'13 

at 1000, in tracing (8) a -itch occurs at 400, and 

so on it goes till at 7° we see at 30. 

Th.-) norvo 3012r0S2Ondin3 4;1) this chart had been 

frozen sono 27 hours before (See Chart 62, 1orer l ine) 

After the muscle twitchings had ceased the nerve still 

conducted for a couple of -1:1=tos or so. Later, 

conductivity was found to 1,- entirely gone, and in 
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spite of thawing (s?-, upp- ' '_1.r_ ?) it :la' not _' -,tu_'ned 

after a sp acn of 8 ninutes. T ' preparation was put 
back it :to Ringer a.rid 1.,ft to all 1 . 

} 
, '1 _ice Tv, t 

day (Chart 62, upper line), the nerve f:r-etiored 

apparently normally at 20017 t empe ratui'e. The s eri0s 

of tracings on Chart 63, shows that t the nerve had i;_ 

reality almost compl,tely recovored, for only ,'in the 

temperature is reduc d to -3 °C (t2. 8) do initial 

twitches put in an appo r an_c,. Later, apparently 

from fatigue, th_e conductivity nc -nes abolished.(tr.1 

One rather smcg stiv., discovery _ -ad- by t_''.c'se Jam) .. 

freezing experiments is illustrated on Char`. 58. In 

tracing 2, ` ;:°. seee thn i'L'^gzlar t ̂ tanus that occurs on 

freezing. 0n the discovery that the conductivity was 

a'JOlished, warm f]uiCì ,,1.11.:1 at ono run ir, and in a 

short time recovery set it rapidly. This is sh, 

tracing 3, where tetanisation at a rat of 30 cauà s 

at first an ascanc.in, ` -tanus. Tho .efractory pnriod 

is gradually becoming less and loss a> the t ^tanisatio 

goes on. In spite of this rapid sho-tering of the 

r ofr actory period, the great rate of recovery is mo. o 

apparent than real for at the end of a `ürlute and a 

half (tr.4) tetanisation at 80 per second causes a 

descending tetanus, while two minutes later, etanisa- 

:tion at 50 - 60 per second causes descending tetani. 

In tracing 7 we have beautiful examples of fatigue 

curves. Their regularity suggests that in this me tho. 

of freezing followed by thawing have a n e;r and easy 



of 

means of 3tudyin,7, f L_ 

I have nt as :et. 

t:17 7.any DCCU: af%-. 

of a nerve. So fa- it s t7, b7- ptetty 

that ir,rohloe 
. sho-t tiLle th? sam.e 

cha nse in nerve tha% 2.'-,;01.7 of the 

does. mhat the 7.usr-, 00:".11:2 

freeainn, are not die th 7-lechantcal action 

134. 

of loe 
or ystals, irove, by the fact a second 

freezins of the " C' at SfOt aS th", first 

causes almost no :usc1e -1,- .1 

non-cooled nerve is on the th- cod r'LASS t110i 

tWitChingS occur almost at onc. the case of a 

cooled nerve on the other hand the titchings 

much loner in occuL::inE). This, too, (-JuLC, po], to 

a molecular re-al traLon tathen. than %o a cl-qde 

physical stimulation. The roole:', ireiara%io 

seen to be already in a state approxinatinE to the 
consoquently 

frozen condition and freenin!7 cluses a r(71::Ltiv,-)1y 

smaller distubance in the n-_-ve. 

The relatio of o-.(1rtl-er., -;-.C;I:sV-, that Tia. 

been frozen is an inter-TSLine, Taestion. Locording 

to 77Jt3hlich the nerves of 0-)j-1.0' f70E:3 pose_7ss 

s';ore of oxyen. 0-, th,, 

ashy7iaL.,ion of nerves :_at had Hen frozen, A.i7ht 

iv: so:le result of value. 

Sinco carryinz. out %h-s- on the 
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f2ieezin" of nerve Ibeca:""_.. acquainted the .: or 1{ 

of Boycott 
(ab) 

D7 'ing O.?S?,'v;.ti0'.?5 on tÌle iI_i l.a 

:ence of lo':": temperature on the conductivity of nßve 

he often ?:';.d an opportunity of seeing the nerve freez 

After freezing :le b elievoe that conductivity and t3`CCi 

: ab ility are as a ,elle "permanent ly los t ". "If, 

however, when a t et a ?us from f,°enzir_g appears, the 

frozen pant of the nerve is rapidly warmed to 20° or 

300 , a certain ,'^gz=ee of excitability and conductivit 

may still rrnair, ""hick is probably due to so"_,e of 

the fibres not having been frozen or to a temporary 

block having been caused by the pressure of the ice 

crystals, but much stronger sti!iuli than F:eee pre 

viously necessary are now required to elicit re 

sponse; moreoveY the remnants of irritability fre 

:quently disappear for good in the course of a fear 

minutes. If the application of cold is persisted in 

and the nerve be thoroughly frozen no recovery seems 

to be possible ". Curiously, enough, he observed the 

abolition of conductivity at a more or less moderate 

temperature after the nerve had be' n once frozen, foie 

in a foot note he says; "On t :,o occasions in about 

40 sets experiments a diminution, followed by an aboi -1 

:ition, of the muscular contra: Lions was observed in 

cooling, and an augmentation of the response on warn- 

: ing, but on both occasions the preparation had pre 

viously been in a cooling tetanus. It should be 
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mentieed is in ,e.TLILar crid 

c..aaracteristic secriel of a coeli -ven 

excludin thos? 3ases 7t7 

Obt `1 

rl'117) 3oycott 

as about -7°C, tut ,:,.-a-s of 

:perature was :11::ch less emct He 

a]:aost raissed the int-resti ohLvls$ 

that Occur in nervn thr.; 

Section, J. Propaation from an Artificial ty 

Cooled ;4i44.a6a.1.. buowwAL, 

Seeing that 4,-;:r t )-rature conditions of .Ifv,1--1- 

:alian nerve can be altered during life by ari-Aficial 

cooling of the animal it was very interesti to know 

if any condition resemblin[r. the Woens1,:y effect could 

be elicited from a cooled L-ualian preparation. 

Through kintLiess of Dr. Simpson, I was enal;lod to 

utilise the nerve l'ascie preparations frfx-i one of the 

animals in his 000111_6 experiments. Investigation 

shewed that th r:Ito of 

stimulatio fell off heiht very much :lore quickly 

than those obtained at a slowe tte of excitatin 

and tli preparation as a whole could apparently be 

easily fatigue: with rapi:1 simulation eve at 20011 

teperature. Where t:an seat of t:lis fatigue lies 

is a !different clues 7-arther experiments iili 
! be necessary. 



Section K. SUM....:RY cf ETTUTT. 

:t 
th rew Felr 

1):,- the 

a ecnsiTler1 77:rrht ho s thrLn cli 

the inner 7171c c.e. that L: a nerve ,,-1(-t enI 

:Turin:7 the cf wh,L1-1 h' cve 
le scleminFl:i at r-st. 

The vt1ricuc7. r,te1; t3 whic 

cut EL' e fclicwc:- 

(1) . A 6C.Pi'7e f cc.:1plex rhenumca were 

disccvered crcur in a rarcctiel 

otretch cf ne:rne. fund thn (f, 

phcncmena in anyxi' cf the re;--J, :hic 

bring them into relaticn with an ;[1.tol-ti(r. in th 

refractcr period. eh(w.:1.1 that 

narcctised nerve undergoes fatigue. 

(2) Investigation by Frchlich and bcruttau 

showed that the Wedensky phenomenon may prob,lbly ho 

related tc a simultanecus alteration in all the 

"physiolcrical ccmitants" cf nerve (refractory period 

rate cf transmission cf imple, ,luraticn of electrical 

response, amplitude of excitation, oto.) 

(3) The serie.s (:f phencna which occur in 

narcosis/ 
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narccsis and :-.,phyxia ive LCC!.1.1' 

in ccclinr cf th? nErve. T.c7, t: at'', 

speakin, has the action cr nerve as asphyxia 

cr narcosis. 

(4) Nerve can he fatir:Jed by cooling. Th': 

sir,nificance cf this discary is heirhtened 1):: the 

fact that chc:nical means were ncl used tc brinr alcut 

the fatigue. 

(E) Nerves differ in th relative ease with 

which they ma:: be made lo exhibit the 7:e1ens y 

phencmencn. The nerves cf winter frcr,s are better 

cblects for exhibilinr t.hc eeial efct b 71eans cf 

coclinp., than the nerves cf Pr( r. 

(6) The ':;edensky phenumencn an bre141J cut l 

localis,ed lcw temperture LI much even and 

regular in its ccursc te r. inr- 

cf asphyxia an.] cf narcusiu. Tii i iue tc 

possibility cf l:eepinr thc phyuical ecndlticns 

ccnstant. The phencmcm.n cLneequently 

accurately and exliaustively exa, i ha h;,d 

previc'zsly been pc_sci171e. 

(7) Ey a c(.7Thinaticr. cf the princilJe utate-_ì in 

the last twc para7raph il was fen that nervs 

.?iffer tc a great extent in th Jccra L whi- lhey 

exhibit/ 
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exhibit the 7;elen..riy effect, under Frccis:ly similar 

Lhvsical conditions. The consequent possibility c" 

exactly grading the relative extent cf the "cooled" 

or "winter" ccnditicr. cf a nerve, and per centra of 

the "sum=" condition, has fcr the first time been 

put forward. 

(8) The "winter" condition in o . rii `ecte'1 

is net permanent. After ? iss _ cticn a change gces on 

in the nerve, the rate cf which depends on the 

temperature at which it is kept, whereb: a nerve frc ri 

a "winter" frog comes more to resemble the nerve of a 

"summer" fror. This discovery arfects the value cf 

much work previcus.ly 1e!ne it tip- phy Fic l(. y t;f nerve. 

(c) The changes undet'^;cne ry I.'vc' in frt e7 in:' 

have been studied gore carefully t lia! hitherto, and 

the conclusion arrived at t i free:.ins i, not 

necessarily fatal te the life cf a nor:(-. 

Further, the twitchinçs cf the mrsclr th.f occur on 

freezing are in all nr(babilit Aue ic a 'cc1 cul :r 

re- arrangement cf the fundamental cr n uct i.nr- rial eri:» 1 , 

and not to any purely mechanical cauee. If r(!r c 

is frozen twice at the same :Tot, the ecoul freezing- , 

causes little or ne twit chin` cf tLr- rn::cle. 

(io) Ir. the freezin7 and subsequent thawing cf 

a minute perticn cf the nerve a method has hoer 

-1 i secvered -::Lich the typical "winter" cenàitic n can 

apparently/ 
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al:~ arcnt.i J be .: a l . 

, _ . ,r lI c. r C c_' r h 

t-ir-.ìer .?eroe than i:. This c._. -,`- 

; us t like tj,e real r cr t i ci ., Fasse: Fasse:7 _ in 

further '.ec.pinr, , a._á _..C_ _ i'a''l dly at a h', _. 

t "~'p-- ilthr C thc..n at a icy:. l'L:r1d .1n71 c_ ;r 

:^e'.i'cc:i cf c.7t_..,'L1sh12îT' t'_ 1"t?_' ecnThtca in ._ 

nerve prcml: _. s to he of ;TIL;í': ft?' the _tnvE'. '.. 1 tlt 1 c I: 

of further r. rc` le:r.s . 

(il) An exten_aion has been riven to t he . -r.ifi- 

cance of the expr «_ ssicn, "fc:it.ioue" cf nerve. It hr,s_ . 

been possible ti examine the nerve in a ecnd.i t icn in 

which the passage cf an excitatory prccesa thrcut,h 

its structure, sc breaks it up that it requires a 

prolonged rest tc be once more able to function. 

Some subsidiary points, not i:nmediatcl 

connected with the act ion cf low temperature in froc' 

nerve have been animadverted upen, e.g. the actic_n cf 

CO. gas on nerve, the impertance cf u bleed .supply 

for mammalian nerve, and the fatigability of 

preparations frcr.: artificially cooled mammals. 

During the course cf the exposition doubt has 

at times been cas; on certain conclusions cf previous 

investigators. The chief papers that have been 

subjected tc criticism are :- 
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Fiotrowski(ln) 

Bcivlitch(40) 

Lamber;, (42) 

ive. 
(44) 

( 417 
Howell, Budgett & Lecnard 

Brodie & Halliburtcn. (47) / 
Carvallo. 

(53) 

Boruttau & Prç ï 1 i ch 
(Fe) 

isoycctt(C) 
/ n 

Gc.tch & Burch `1 ) 

Boycott 
(ET,) 

in reference tc the 
ac'.icn cf CC. F _.::. 

in reference 

to the festig 1 il.i ty 

cf irainr align 

nerve. 

in reference to 
fatir;ue of frog ' c 
nerve. 

in reference to 
disappearance of 
conductivity. 

in reference tc 
refractory period. 

in reference to 
fr'eezintr. 

In conclt:::ion T v;ish tc th rk n,.ofo::rcr Vericorn 

{'^i raving Út,Lrccted to ., tr; e. r r_c? Professor 

LcrLf .:r for mt:ch s,d ..d,-icc durinr ito 

progress and for the an f;:.ci iic . ffci.c3cc3 r; 

its prosecution in trc Tsl,_r..t;oiy c" t?,_ t-nivci .,i ._, . 
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Schiff. 
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Lehrbuch der Physiologie des 
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Duchenne de Boulogne, Traite de 1' électrisation 
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:ienssen und Weiss, Deutsches Archiv fair 

klinische Medicin. IV. 1868. 

Eulenberg, 

"Zur Pathologie und pa*t hologisoho4 
Anatomie periphorise_her Paralyso ". 
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Kirschberg, "In welcher Beziehung stehen 
Leitung und Erregung der i,ervon- 
:faser zueinander ?" Pflúger's 
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a?: , "Ueber Trennurs; von Reizbarkeit 
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